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Colby's book is as readable as Stenehjem's is not.
But they are both valuable additions to the revisionist
historical library on World War II, and it is good to
see them,. Colby exploits no materials that have not
long been part of the public record, while Stenehjem
has made use of a vast assemblage of previously un
published and largely unused papers in giving us a
ftlled-out account of the New York chapter of the
anti-involvement American First Committee in the
eighteen months prior to direct U.S. participation in
the war ~~rly in December 1941.

The Colby book concentrates on the propaganda
war for the American mind after hostilities began,
and adds instructive observations on the assiduous
and astute peddling of Stalinophilia throughout the
U.S., but his most impressive contribution is to its
opposite side, detailing the murderous poison of
Germanophobia that was loosed upon the nation in a
continuous flood. The part this played in numbing
public consciousness and making possible a zombie
like reaction to the unbelievable saturation bombing

, of Germany ~ which totally wrecked its 70 largest
cities in less than three years while killing or maiming
millions of noncombatants, is not easy to overesti
mate. Colby has done a superior job in analyzing the
domestic mass-marketing of the hate-Germany psy
chology by a regiment of experts. His summary of the
subsequent obliteration bombing is unexcelled. Such
calls to total hate are no longer fashionable, and per
haps there now is living a generation that cannot com
prehend something of this magnitude. The only war
youth know is that in Vietnam, which never came
within a light-year of inspiring what Colby has high
lighted so well. If such innocence prevails, 'Twas a
Famous Victory is the place for the uninformed to
start catching up with the last 40 years.

The Stenehjem book is of another order. It is so
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densely compressed that it does not make very enjoy
able reading, but it reveals a mass of facts related to
the stJ&.lggle of the major antiwar organization against
the heil-bent-for-war Roosevelt entourage in the criti
cal 194041 years. That it is built around the various
skills of John T. Flynn makes it that much more
interesting to this reviewer, who in those years shared
the sentiments of Flynn and the AFC and made no
effort to conceal it. This should disqualify me from
holding forth on the book, which strives to be "objec
tive" on the matter, as is the wont of all doctoral

dissertations. That the author ends up with some
rather stammering and tremulous support for the
ideas flynn and the AFCloosed upon mostly unheed
ing ears indicates a departure from the bloodless
detachment one is supposed to emulate in such liter
aryendeavors.

In Stenehjem's discussion of the forces that con
fronted flynn, one of the most articulate writers in
America in the 1930s and '40s, it might have been
useful for her to have investigated the Germano
phobes and Stalinophiles who constituted an impor-
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tant contingent among these adversaries. The ingen
ious resourcefulness of some of the AnglQphiles and
actual British agents is fairly well documented. (There
were more British in Washington in 1941 than burned
the city in 1814!)

Whether Flynn and the other eloquent spokesmen
for the New York-based America Firsters could have
done more than they did in slowing down or reversing
the heavily proinvolvement sentiments in the region
they were part of is a subject for discussion. My
own conviction is that Flynn directed a clean and
gentlemanly contest in which he and his compatriots
took part with one hand tied behind their backs.
Allowing Roosevelt and his numerous cohorts,
cronies, and allies, buttressed by the resources of the
federal government, to set the ground rules, guaran
teed that the AFC would always be on the defensive.
Flynn and the AFC refused the help and rejected the
membership of almost all people in the country who
criticized prowar Jews, or who favored a German
victory in Europe or an inconclusive negotiated peace
with overtones favorable to the Germans. The AFC's
prowar opponents smeared it at once upon the faint
est possibility.of such relations, but turnedJlway very
few whose predominant sentiments were with Ehg- ~.==""'",.".,.

land or Stalinist Russia; all these were jubilantly re-
cruited. That Flynn and others bolted with frightened
cries at the possibility of being tainted by allies of
"unrespectable" potential reveals how carefully they
had been boxed in by adversaries who abided by
no rules in their assemblage of combatants, and who
resorted to every subterraJlean stratagem, some of
which would have retched a buzzard. (These were the
people who screamed "guilt by association" a decade
later in the days of Sen. Joseph McCarthy.)

Why did the AFC and Flynn panic and agree to dis
pand so precipitously after the Pearl Harbor attack?
This reviewer has probed this with others for 30
years. Had the AFC kept a skeleton organization
intact and returned to the fray a few months later as
sentiment for an investigation of Pearl Harbor grew
(it is to Flynn's permanent credit that he was the first
of the Pearl Harbor revisionists), it might have led a
national reaction that might in turn have had a
significant effect on the conduct and duration of the
war. Instead, the FDR regime was allowed a virtually
unopposed field and following, while it waged a war
in such a mindless way and concluded it on such
incredibly bad terms that it is unlikely anyone alive
will live to see all its still unsolved business liquidated.

(Continued on page 8)
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ard E. Geis on Healer, Dr. F. Paul Wil
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The Long Thirst, Bill Danks thinking
about Intelligence Can Be Taught, and
much more. Also in the works: Bruce
Bartlett in praise of Murray L. Weiden
baum's Government-Mandated Price In
creases (which, despite its title, is interest
ing, informative reading), Dr. Peter Breg
gin reporting on The Death ofPsychiatry,
Leonard Liggio on Up from Communism,
plus much more. Stick around; you won't
be disappointed.

to Mr. Riggenbach and to our readers.
(Gotta get a new glue pot!)

eThis issue, E. Scott Royce joins LR as
a regular columnist (see page 17). In
every issue of LR, Scott, a long-time
libertarian Washington watchdog and edi
tor/publisher of Southern Libertarian
Review, will be reporting on Washington
news of interest and import to libertar
ians in his "Washington Watch." Welcome
aboard, Scott!

e From time to time in this space we are
able to recommend mail order sources
for materials of interest to our readers.
Independent Publications of New Jersey
stocks many books and pamphlets on
rationalist, humanist and free thought
subjects. Among available titles:
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, 'Roger MacBride's
tNew Dawn for America'

is a masterpiece
of campaign propaganda. , ,

results· have· been disastrous.... We propose_to. return
toa strict policy of neutrality in other countries'.
affairs, of. non-Intervennon in other· peoples' wars, of
free trade ,and travel throughout the world."

On civil liberties and the criminal law: "People must
again be allowed to live, their lives free of the coercipn
of the ,criminal law un.l~ss they violate the rights of

others.. , . Since *e begInnings of these United
States· the, governmen!t has been forbidden to regulate
private conduyt in ffi1atters of religion. This is an apt
model to guide us. ~y should government have any
greater power· to ex~rt control over purely private
conduct in non-religidus areas?"

And then the pitch: "It is critical that the Libertar
ian Party succeed, for it alone lies between us and the
dismal choice-down the years a bit, but not far-be

'tween total collectivism and violent upheaval."
I agree. And Roger MacBride makes a telling case

for political activisIl)l in' the face of Republican and
Democrat bankruptcy. For him and the LP it is not
yet too late. They may well be mistaken-but their
ideals are ours and the effort valiant.•
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standard texts, but dunn~.thls penod the .dlsparate colomes • Collapse of wage and price controls in Massachusetts
. foundthem~el~~s _un~tmg. "De facto mdep,~ndence ~as • Private postal service in the. colonies. Prices - and

shmulate~ by Bn~am syohcy of salutary neglect, as prachced inefficiency - soar when governli\ent takes over
by, Its ch~ssICal-hberal rulers. fr0n: t?e 1720s through the • Did the colonies really suffer from a scarcity of money?

1740s. By the hme the war party m Bntam was able to reverse • The st 'uggl f fl' d f th W th Z
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Of the FCC, MacBride echoes Murray Rothbard's
query: "What'wou!d we think i(all newspapers were
licensed, the licenses to be renewable by a federal
press I commission; and with newspapers losing their
licenses if they dare express an 'unfair' editorial
opinion, or if they don't give full weight ,. to public
service announcements? Would this not be an intoler
able destruction of the right to free press? Yet what
we all consider intolerable and totalitarian for the
press, is taken for granted in ihemediumwhich is
now the most popular vehicle for expreSSion and edu
cation: radio and television.

Of agriculture: "It is time to formulate apolicy
which with all deliberate speed will.disentangle the
federal government from agriculture." ,

On foreign policy: "President' Woodrow Wilson in
1917 reversed the basis of U.S. foreign policy prevail
Ing since the days of Washington and Jefferson. The

IL1BfRtARIANI~M& POLITICS I·

" ... mal<es a tdling~case
for pol.itical activism

in the'£ace of Repub1ic3:ll
and Democrat bankruptcy.' ,

The course of recent history has been the betrayal
of this idea: "the unchecked, malignant growth of the
national 'government' at Washington ... the whole
process of increasing Washington intervention is...
self-perpetuating and self-worsening. Each 'lime it
intervenes to deal with one problem, it breeds a new
problem in some other, perhaps unexpected area....
and it is difficult to find any area of life that has not
been worsened as a result.",

And then documentation: The current cost of gov
ernment is $7792 per household per year. Govern
ment doubles in size 'every seven years, while our
"economic energy" doubles only every 30 years..

MacBride on the economy: We must return to a
money created in the marketplace, rather than on
printing presses. ("The government has a legal mo
nopoly on counterfeiting.") "The cure for any de
pression is the same as the cure for galloping infla
tion: the federal government must stop inflating the
money 'supply .... We must abolish the income tax
especially the withheld income tax....There must be
a complete separation of Economy and State."

On our everyday world: The Postal "Service"
takes its obligatory beating. We are reminded that
regulatory agencies serve only to stifle competition
and efficiency in the area regulated. (Most appalling
is the brief note that all of our interstate airlines
either existed when the CAB was established or are
the products of mergers or extensions of lines that
existed then. No new airlines in forty years! No
wonder they want to be regulated.) According' to
the federal government's Office of Management and
Budget there are 5146 different types of '''public
use forms" required of business-and Americans
spend 130 million man-hours a year filling them out.

The Social Security system takes it licks. And the
Food and Drug Adminstration: "A hUmanitarian
Libertarian administration would sweep away the
FDA and all its abuse!"

Reviewed by James Lawson I Green Hill, 1976 I
$.95 pb ---......r--

Roger MacBride's New Dawn for America is a mas
terpiece of campaign propaganda. It outlines the lib
ertarian perspective/alternative with great clarity and
brevity. MacBride neither compromises nor wastes
words. He makes libertarian points that have been
made over and over. For the uninitiated, A New
Dawn will be an, eye-opener. For the libertarian,

,MacBride's polemic may provide new data-and may
convince that the time has indeed arrived for political
action.

For MacBride and the Libertarian Party, our enemy
is the State. A New Dawn both outlines why and
proposes some alternatives.

MacBride begins with a statement of his world
view: "We get what we need and want from the
external world by attacking it with our life-energy
directedAly our power of choice. When our chQices
are narrowed by force, our life-energy is restricted
accordingly. We are the less well able to sustain our
lives. The individual's life-energy is the only human
energy that exist~. When liberty dies, men begin to.
These are the facts of our condition on earth." This is
a view we share. MacBride believes that the "Ameri
can Libertarian Revolution" of 1776 created "the
only country ever built on the truth' of human free
dom" an4"created the modern world."

"

~Mew

l)awnfor America:
10he Libertarian Challenge
By Roger L.MacBride
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The Open IPOLITICAL PHILOSOPHY I

Society and its Enemies
.By Karl Popper

That's right -just one' individual committed. to Ii~rty
'should be reading this ad. Could it be y()u·~

We're the Y~l,lng l..ibertal"ianAlliance;"thecon~e~f

fi.liates of the tapidly-growingnational Ub<>rtarian Partyt
We're organizing VIA chapters on e"ery'm'ajol;:caml>,us.
and we need a coordinator right here. . . . ..' )

Are you qualified for the j~? The YLA coordinator
must be someone who's dedif:ated to achi~iogJi .free
society through political action. He"":pr: s{t,e':... witlb<> r~
sponsible for establishing a. YIA chapt~r, o.rgiJ(lizin~

meetings. rallies and demonstrations. 'and publicizinglibr
ertarianism. , -, .... .. ,:' , '. 'c,•. '"

The Libertarian Party. tho49h less than five years old~
is now organized in aliSO states. Our platform calls. fOl:a
strict respect 'for civil liberties; a. non-int~rventionistfor.\
eignpolicy. and a free-market economy.

Roger MacBride. our presidential candidate. is'a flon
politician who recognizes that the Repu~lican~nd ~r,Jo- .
cratic .Parties are entrenched. establish~ent'itls'tito'fions
whose only goal is the perpetuation oftheir own power.'

The Libertarian Party is a. new alternativ",- a cy(~ung

and dynamic political force that'~ committed to indi
vidual freedom and opposed to government. oppressi( n. in
every form. ' . . '.'

If you think you've got what it takes to be· a YIA co
ordinator, W1',ite or call !IS collect. We've got a campus in
formation kit that will get you starte(f And well giVe vou
all the help and advice we can. , ',;. ~;

One final word: As a YIA campus coordinator, ynull
do a lot of hard work. And the salary is zilch. But there ;$
one small com~nsation: You'll be helpin9,·to ..achieve
Freedom in Our Time.

Now one ~ould ask at thispoinf: just what is this,'
if not the essence of a naturallawapproa<:;h giv~n .
.new window-dressing? The llaturai:' law,. tradition,
insists that norms for humanconductang,Jor polity
cal organi/CltlOnS should be based on the,requirements
of man's nature. Popper tacitly uses a variant})f thi~
approach, in the very process ,ofdenotmctng it:,
he criticizes "fixed" political principles because they
conflict with the (presumably unive~sal and 'perman
ent) requirements of humanknowledge~·of mila's
nature. But in' doing this, has Popper done ·anyth,ijlg
other than to erect new St8.J1dards of precisely.. the
form that he initially reje'cts?PQPpersh~ld be\fe
minded of Ettiene Gilson's quip: "The'natura11aw
always buries its undertakers." .

If the Open Society is equivalenttoasociet~in
which everything and' anything is oPen to delIl~cratic

revision-except the .basic in.stitutionktIiat make
democratic revision possible-then Popper .is ..'only
focusing on one, 'need of human beiDgs (that a dubi
ous collective need), not the broaderneedJorliberty
that is implied in the outline of his argu91entasstated
by Magee.v.Popper makes a great. deal/of noise; about'
"individualism,"but .nevertheless . only applies the
structure of that argument to collective. processes of
hypothesis, testing{action),and revisionjn thelt~t

of exp.~rience; the argument would apply to'individu
als as well, since they are. thesqle constifuentS' of
"society:." By focusing on this collec~ve demociati~

" character' of the Open Society, Popper ignores the
more basic need for individualliberty' in art~ 'businesS,
science, and all other areas as we~.

ually modified in unprediciabl~"ways(Pbpperadvo

cates such "revisions" in the }fght of experience);
taxation has increased d'rasticcilly to finance social

\welfare programs (as has inflation, with its resulting
economic fluctuations); and the unhampered market
economy, so forcefully defended by Popper's close"
friend F.A. Hayek, has been "reformed" out of
existence.

, ~Far ~ore important than

the principle of democracy,

. .. even by Popper's own

~rguments, is the principle

of individual liberty.' ,

This social democracy may. indeed have once in
spired the intellectual elite of the 'West, seeking (as
many were) alternatives to fascism and communism,
but today it inspires hardly anyone. And for good
reason, for what dse is democractic social recon
struction but that postwar system of fine-tuning the
economy, the reign of countless redistributive social
programs designed by politicians and social scientists
to meet those alleged "social needs" that a host of
interest groups are pressing upon the political systems
of the West as "non-negotiable demands"? Since the
Second World War, most of the Western democracies
have followed Popper's advice' about piec~meal social
engineering and democratic social reform, and it has
gotten them into a grand mess. Intervention has been
piled upon intervention; regulations have been contin-

Interventionism, piecemeal or not, has worked its
inevitable way, and has led to precisely. those conse-

r quences that Mises, Hayek, Rothbard, and oth~rs
had .predicted: economicstagn'ation and political
conflict. Democratic institutions themselves .are
threatened by those whose vested interests are en
twined with the State apparatus. Dime store tinker
ing, even with freedom of criticism and revision, is
leading to the closed society that Popper so fears.
There is indeed nothing new in this warning: it is
the' theme of both Ludwig von Mises' Socialism and
of F.A. Hayek's Road to Serfdom.

In short, the, Open Society is not enough. Why this
is so has it direct bearing on the major themes of Pop
per's book. Popper attacks the views of Plato, Aris
'totle~ Hegel, and :Marx. (Here we cannot coiisider the
merits of his case, but the interested reader should
at least consult Levinson's In Defense of Plato,
Comford's The Open Philosophy and the Open
Society, and the earlier writings of John Wild defend
ing the tradition of Plato and Aristotle.)

One element of these views that Popper is anxious
to refute is the "natural law" tradition, the basing of
norms on human nature or some other "natural"
standard. He opposes "essentialism,"" emphasizing
instead ~e dynamic element in knowledge, that
knowledge must always be open to revision.' It is
from this view of the functions of the human 'mind
and the nature of knowledge that Popper derives the
characteristics of his Open Society, which amounts to
little more than democracy combined with a critical
approach to social programs and the constant wilHng
ness to revise such programs in light of experience.
(He wants in fact to develop a technology of "social
reform" that would make such revisions possible,;
this is astonishingly naive.)
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Reviewed by Roy A. Childs, Jr. I Princeton Univer
sity Press, 1966/ 2 volumes, $3.45 ea. pb, $10 ea. hc

-...,--
This ~ork is undeniably a classic..Karl Popper_

decided to write it in'March 1938, on the <lay he re
cei~ed news that the Nazis had invaded Austria,' and
finished .it in 1943. This origin says a great deal about
Popper's motivation for writingThe OpenSociluy,
and about its main theme as well, for by 1938 Pop
per, the Viennese-born Jew, was 36, at the height'of
his powers, and was forced to witI1ess Hitler's early
.political and military triumphs. In addressing Pop-
per's main reasons for writing the book, Brian Magee
wri~sth~ . \

One has to remember that for most of the per
iod while he was working on it Hitler was meet
ing with success after success, c.on,quering
almost the whole of Europe, country by coun
try, and driving deep into~Russia. Western civili
zation was confronted with the immediate
threat of a new Dark Age. \in these circum
stances what Popper was concerned to do was
to understand and explain the appeal of totali
tarian idt(as, .. and do everything he coutd to
undermine it, and also to promulgate the value
and importance of liberty in the wIdest sense.

Popper had produced his major work on' the philo
~ophy of science, Logik der Forschung (English ed:.,
The Logic of Scientific Discovery, 1959), in 1934,
and it was only n~tural that the politically aware
philosopher would want to use his powerful, highly
trained-intenect to fight the forces of totalitarianism
as they confronted the world, at that time. Karl
Popper moved to assault totalitarianism at i,ts root.

Popper sees totalitarianism of. all stripes ~as essen
tially tribal, as a "c1o~ed society," a rebellion against
the "strain of civilizatioi)'." He assaill ts ,it oy"\lsmg
his philosophy of science: (which greatly emphasizes
"falsification," Le., the refutation of statements and
theories) to criticize the doctrines of those whom

'Popper takes' to be behind modern totalitarianism,
namely, Plato, Aristotle, Hegel, and Marx. In The
Open Society, he seeks to ."examine the application
of the critical and rational methods of science to the
problems of the open sbciety., [He] analyzes the
principles of democratic social reconstruction, the
principles of .. . 'piecemeal social engineering' in
opposition to 'Utopian social engineering.' "

Popper's was one of that· brilliant burst of works
of the sanw period that had a similar antitotalitarian
thrust: among others, Paterson's The God of the
Machine, Lane"s The Discovery of Freedom, Rand's
The Fountainhead, Flynn's As We. Go Marching,
Hayek's The Road to Serfdom, and Ludwig von
Mises' Omnipotent Government and Human Action.

Yet Popper's Open Society is, of ~ll these, by far
the most namby-pamby and anqclimactic. It begins
by wrestling with such giants as Plato, Hegel, and
Marx, but 'concludes with little more than a defense
of social democracy, of piecemeal engineering with
freedom of discussion and controversy. Brian Magee
ably summarizes Popper's. reasons for defending
the "Open Society": .

Because he regards living as first and foremost
a process Qf problem-solving he wants societies
which are conducive to problem-solving. And
because problem-solving calls for the bold pro
pounding of trial solutions which are then
subjected to criticism and error elimination, he

, wants forms of society which permit of the
untrammelled assertion of different proposals,
followed by criticism, followed by the genuine
possibility of change in the light of criticism.
Regardless of any moral considerations... he
believes that a society organized on such lines
will be more effective at solving its problems,
and therefore more successful in ac,hieving the
aims of its members, than if it were organized

-"Qn other lines.

Such a society is what Popper takes to be social '
democracy, entailing the "problem-s..olving" of
piecemeal social engineering.



fer's argument. It 's title is .ThefStic Objectivism~' An
Autopsy, and it is filled with the sort ~f argumenta
tive razzle::<iazzle that one has come to expect from
Students of Objectivism· in their published missives.

Unfortunately, if isn't very good. The problem is
that Emerling has not taken sufficient time and .care
to grasp Kiefer's ar~ument, or to state it properly.
I have read K.iefer~s paper, and have had it lengthy dis
cussion with Kiefer and two of his disciples. I think
they are flatly wrong. But Emerling's statement of.
their views is simply unrecognizable to me, as it seems
to be for others familiar with the Kiefer argument.
In some ways, Emerling's response is effectively
pointed; in a fundamental sense, he seems to have
missed the pqint entirely. Why he bothered to pub
lish it in the first place is another question.

If one is a student of such theological disputes,
therefore, on~ should find this booklet interesting
and useful, without finding it. definitive. For those
interested in watching the heated flogging of dead
horses it iS,as we book reviewers say, "must Jeading.".
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/. Destined/to become a classic

among exercise books, An IlIus-0. trated G.Uide to PhYS.ical fi~ness
.-/'./ by Dr. Martin E. Jennessestabltshes

a rationale for initiation of a physical
. fitness program as well as pro~iding a

practical exercise program. ...!
. Delightful mouse illustrations and sequential photo
graphs demonstrate the practical II baker's dozen package"

of essential exercises.
And, th~re's an easy and effective weight reduction diet included,

based on sound nutrition. ..
It's a concise, sensible and readable approach to a subJect that

should bean integral part of the health care program of every
American. . .

An expert in the field of physical fitness, Dr. Jenness earned hiS
doctorate in exercise physiology and has served as a researcher
and educator at noted universities.

An Illustrated Guide to Physical Fitness, in hardback, can now
be. yours for just $13.95.

If not completely satisfied with the book, return undamaged
within ten days of receipt for a full refund.

you .can imagine such a thing-and a frequent con.,
tributor to Libertarian Review, seems to regard this
with an attitu,de akin to moral .indignation. Despite
the fact that there are at best a dozen people involved
in this, "movement"-people who, bj'theway, seem
seriously to regard Atlas Shrugged as an inspired
text-Emerling has gotten himself sufficiently worked
up to have privately published a rejoinder to Kie-

Orders prepaid bookrate .

Please send me_
copies of An Illustrated
Guide to Physical
Fitness at $13.95 each.
Check or money order
must accompany order or
it can be charged to
your BankAmericard or
Master Charge,

THE .,NVESTOR'S DARKH9RSE
d"':"'·:)78?'~ Silver prices will soon
/t,,}~~-~~ be making another major
.' ~move upward, predicts

Tape #432 James Cawdrey. In a re-
corded discussion, investment writer and lec
turer Cawdrey recommends the best silver
investment strategy to pursue.

This 53-minute talk, available on an easy
listening cassette tape, was given at the· Bi
centennial Investment Seminar in Palo Alto,
California. ('l')

To order, just clip this ad, and mail· it with ~

By Michael Ernerling

Reviewed by Roy A. Childs, Jr. ·JPublished by
the author, 1975 J $1.50

. ~
Some. years ago, there was a magazine published

called The Christian Objectivist, founded by a Biblical
scholar and a college professor, looking for all the
world like a yellow, primitive version of The Objec
tivist. Their aim wa~to rescue us from the usual sorts
of things-doubt, depravity, despair, and the like-by
offering us an inspiring union of Christianity with the
tho~ght of Ayn Rand. I do not know what has be
come of these people; I have not heard anything of
them for several years.

Now, apparently, a new group with similar inclina
tions has popped up in the Washington, I).C., area,
centering around the ideas and person of James
Kiefer,a mathematician whose original argument for
the existence of God was quoted,_ albeit somewhat
mysteriously, in the first edition of Richard Taylor's
Metaphysics. Kiefer has lately stirred up some con
troversy and converts by offering before a libertar
ian'-oriented group in the Washington, D.C., area two
lengthy lectures devoted to refuting Nathaniel Bran
den's lecture "The Concept of God", from the Basic
Principles of Objectivism course and providing. a
proof for the exislence of God from Objectivist prem
ises.

, , In some ways,
Emerling'stesponse is

effectivc;ly, [Jointed,
in a fundamental sense,

he seems to have missed

the point entirely.' ,

~heistit

.()bj.ectivism: An.1\.utopsy
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Without going into any detail, it should be said that
what we have in the case of these people is an amaz
ing phe'uomenon. A sm1iUgroup of people, possessed
of extraordinary intelligence; has asked the Kantian
type question "How is the fidelity of man's con
sciousness to the facts of reality possible?"-and, in
seeking a comprehensive answer, have reasoned their
way. into chastity, the Trinity, and Sunday Mass.

Michael Emerling,a disciple of George H.Smith-if,.---------- ..
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Libertarian Review

you hear them saying, with Bqbby Short
(in ,his book, Black and White Baby):
"Like. Gertrude Lawrence, she could sing
the worst songs in the grandest way. Hers
was a rare gift. She was a popular singer
who listened to lyrics, and stayed within
the character of the song. She.was my
favorite singer-not only then, but for
all time."

There are 32 songs h~Je, and the per
fqrmances range from good to imperish
able. Ballads or rhythm tunes, Ivie never
falters. A lovely song like "Isn't Love the
Strangest Thing?" can se,nd her intolyri
cal flights, yet she is never maudlin. Some
of the songs ("In a Mizz,''','There's a :t;..ull
in My Life," "If You Were in My Place")
,would defeat most singers; Ivie's intona-

, 'So, when you make
for, that desert island,
I don't care how few
albums you bring;

this must be

one of them. "

tton is flawless, her phrasing an adven
ture.

She is equally at home on rhythm tUnes.
"Truckin'" swings as hard as anything
Duke ever recorded; "Oh Babe, Maybe
Someday" isn't far behind. On these and

, otheI rhythmic" gems 'like "Raising the
Rent" and "Get Yourself a New Broom,"
droUeryenhances the Anderson contri
butions. All in all, no other jazz singer
can put so many facets on display.

If this collection brings Ivie Anderson
front and center for thefiTst~time, the
band is no less irtteresting. Tlleplayers,
in fact, seem to enjoy the change from
the. heavier Ellington diet, as iflightening
Milton with Herrick and Lovelace. It
is a dimension of Ellingtonia that never
came out of the closet till this album.

So, when you make for that desert
iSland, I don't care how few albums you
bring; this mustbe one of them.•

diplomacy" from its origins to the present,
day. Tape #424 (46 min.lS9.95.
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, 'Ivie Anderson
was a nonpareil. , ,

and stayed into ,1942, when-asthma
finally wore her down. (It would kill her,
in 1949,at45.) In all that time, she never
received her due, either from the public
or the critics. It may be instructive to
speculate why.

Public indifference is easily explained.
In an era when the word was only begin
ning to be used in the modern sense, lvie
was cool. Singing with. the most elegant
band of them all, she fit. Though a
crowd-pleaser, she shared with the bands
men an indefinable detachment. Call it
class. I've seen her before a white audi
ence, and before a colored audience. The
whites Were indifferent, the blacks at the
Apollo only a shade mote responsive
and ·then .only when she put on her hip
,act (which was. a' delight: a touch of
self-mockery~and more than a little
mockery of the unaware audience. This
side of her is represented in the album
with "Killing Myself," "I'm Checkin'
C>ut-Goombye," and "I've Got to Be
a Rugcutter").

But how do we explain the indifference
of the critics? I am not straining after
paradox when I suggest-unconscious,
racism.

But could this be, when it is. no over
statement to describe jafz critics as a

breed ,obsessed with racism? Moreover,I
tend Thyself to recoil from such a charge,
since p~ople are so glib with it. Yet there
may be something here. Consider, by con-

. trast, the' critics' long love affair with
Billie Holiday. Here was a black singer

,ofgenins-wllo at the same time could
'be (unq~sciously) patronized as' tramp,
junkie, .victim. Likewise the old blues
sWgers. Whereas Ivie was "uppity," as
sophisticated a singer as jazz everaccom
rnodated.
r am far from insisting on this intetpre

tation. Meanwhile, I await a more con
vincing one.
If the public and the writers scant~d

Ivie, musicians never did. More and more

IN REVIEW

LEONARD LIGGIO, professor of history at the State University of
New York and a leading revisionist historian, analyzes The American
Corporate State's Foreign Policy. In this century, asserts Liggio, the
commodity of petroleum. has had more effect ,on the ·shaping Iof .
US foreign policy than' any other single factor. He traces' "oil

Ist~rereallv:~:er:~:~~:~s'~a ',·W·. 'HO
"power elite"? If so, who belongs to it? What
is its goal? How does it gain power and in-

fluence? RB[. II JARRET WOLLSTEIN, ccrfoiJnder of the ScrThese were just a few of the. provocative' ciety for Individual liberty and author of So-
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lead the way, they were there to profit
from the vast new audience for their
music.

Yet Duke was never to achieve major
popularity in theseyears-nor~ in truth,
to

l
feel enthely comfortable in the swing

band pattern. To be sure, several of this
set's high points come from these years:
"Merry-Go-Round," "Harmony in Har
l'em," "Slap Happy." But so do some
works of uncertain taste, like "In a Jam"
and "Battle of Swing.'" .
There are 48 bountiful selections here.

'To particularize among them would re
quire a whole issue of LR. But a few
points are, worth noting. All but four
compositions are Duke's. All the arrange
ments are his-and the band's: their
musical IHewas one long collaboration,
od~ba1w~sthoo~to~~mu~

in terms of his players. In the '30s the
personnel changed hardly at all. It was
the era before prima donnas. The major
soloists were Johnny Hodges on alto od

/soprano sax and ,Cootie Williams on open
and-growl trumpet. But hardly less
important were the Jiqui'd, lacy clarinet
of Barney Bigard, the booming, gutty
baritone sax of Harry Carney, the witty
trumpet of Rex Stewart, and trombonists
Tricky Sam Nanton and Lawrence
,Brown. -

In a recent issue of The Village Voice,
l4~jazz critics pick{d their favorite al
bl1ms;~iJ(of them named this one-and
I think the other eight have. some expillin~

ing to do. But so do all 14. Not, one of
them picked Duke. Ellirl:gton Presents I

Ivie Anderson, a recent two-album set
in a somewhat more commercial vein that
may nonetheless be the most interesting
Ellington collection ever issued.

Ivie Anderson was a nonpareil.. She
joined the band in 1931, its first vocalist,

I

Jazz: The Golden Age
By NeilMcCaffrey _

-PART IV: THE DUKE AND HIS DUCHESS

Order frolll;. SalJin's Records, Dept. LR,
.3212 PennsYlvmia" ,Ave., SE, Washington,
DC J0020. /'

~.

Duke. Ellington is in danger of becoming
/a household .god,' a solemn invocation
made hyrnenof uncertain faith. Duke
did nothing. t9 discourage this. The last
decades 'of his awesome career were
crowded~th .concert appearances,cathe
dial' appearances, long-winded composi
.tions,all the panoply of an international

,institution. The-music tended to get lost.'
Fortunately,he' .recorded amply during

msmost productive, years, 1927-42, and
most of the records survive on LP reis
sues,'Jargely from Columbia and RCA.
They are a monument to the most fecund
composer~arranger in 'the jazz idiom, and
the. leader. of what many 'hold to be the

"

Tfie Ellington Era: 1927-1940, Vol. 1
Columbia3CL27 (3 records) 1$13.98

Duke Ellington Presents Iyie Anderson
(Columbia' KG 32064 (2· records) /

/ If ')$6.98

most dis~itlguished ellsemble in, jazz his-
.. \ 4tory• ..... '.' .....>. . . ". "

/~'~C~'s.lllu~,pirdreis,sue.programpasn't
,.;i~~t,;gott~i};~r()u~g"-to'Duke; .ana ..... the

, parent label has . behaved irresponsibly
,apqut ke~ing him in the catalog. French

.;RCA, on the other hand, has all but com:'
"pieted its reissue program-album after
'album-; in chronological order. But since
these albums are only available here
r~ndom1y and more or less sub rosa,
you11 have less trouble findirtg Columbia
reissq:es.~The most imposing of them is a
three~album set called The Ellington Era:
1927-1')40, 'volume 1. ,(What ever
became of Volume 2?)

These records . span two generations,
the ten-piece band just breaking in

Harlem's Cotton Club in 1927 to' the
15~piece powerhous.e of 1940. The band,

)mdjazz history; ufitoHl ~n 48 panoramic
/sel~ctions.Theeffect is stunning. I don't
meanto sllggest asimple onward-and~up

.\Mard progression; though most Ellington
buffs do in faGt regard the 1940-42 band
ast\he acme. I-oflcedid myself,. and said
so in thefii-st jazz review I ever wrote,

;back around 1942. I've since come to
prefer the "blue" period of the early '30s
~ndthe early swing of the mid- '30s..The
" '20s sides show the band developing its
,~dis,tinctiVe •voice,. tlj.e sophisticated "jun

gle"musit of "Black and Tan Fantasy"
. and "The Mqoche." In the early '30s,
popular Illusic was at its most sentimen
tal, after the brash'20s. Duke grew apace.
Melodic .mastefpiecespoured from his

.pell;many represented h~re: "Lazy Rhap
sody," "Blue Lightnin'," "Drop Me Off
.in Harlem."

The SWing Era that dawned in the mid
'30s was a watershed, In one sense, tJ:1e
Negro "'bands .were pioneers. They had
taught the whites; taught them less, how
ever~ than modern historians would have
us.believe.. But swing-i.e., the commer
ci((lbreakthrough of jazz-was almost en
thely the work of white bands. So, if
Duke and the other black bands didn't



Early in the book, he tells of a deal he consumated
by "repackaging" the messages between two princi
pals-watch that word '~repackaging"; what he did
was misrepresent an offer. Ringer himself seems
troubled by this and spends several paragraphs ex
plaining it, but the bad taste remains. If this is an
example of his ethical code, the man is not honest.

But more crucial is his discussion of human motiva
tion. He's concluded that all humanity is divided
into three types: (1) the man who makes it clear he's
out to get "all your chips" and acts accordingly;
(2) the man who assures you he isn't interested in
"your chips" and then acts the same as the first type;
and (3) the man who says he doesn't want "your
chips," ..means it, but still ends up trying to grab them
all. I don't know with whom Ringer has been asso
ciating, hut 15 years in the business world (albeit not

, closing multi-million-dollar real estate deals) con-
vinc.es me they are the wrong people. .

As a guide to behavior in the business world (or
anywhere; Ringer, something of a male chauvinist
pig, suggests that the female of ,the sp~cies can use
the same system to nail a man), Winning Through
Intimidation is deplorable and misleading; but read
judiciously, it has some useful things to offer..

IMAKING ITI

.to klckaround anymore." On page 144, after 10
pages of theory, Ringer is' broadsiding to clients his
"calling card," a. $5 per copy, 10" by 10" hardcover
book (which is intimidating). But nowhere does
Ringer tell us where he obtainyd the stake to pay for
his "calling cards," equipment, and employee's
salaries. To anyone interested in emulating him, this
has to be a significant omission.

But my real objections are more fundamental.
Rirtg~r's ethics and basic premises on hum~n conduct
are very much open to question.

Ip·YOU'RE NOT
APRAIDOf BEING
····RIGHT;~·9;1····300N

Reviewed by Alice Laurance / Fawcett Crest, 1976 /
$1.95 pb -...,,--

In the introduction to Winning, Through Intimida
tion, Robert J. Ringer explains his choice of a title'
by quoting AynRand's statelil€nt on why she uses
the term selfishness, "To those who ask it, my answer
is: 'For the reason that makes you afraid of it.' " It's
a great line , but by the time you are halfway through
Ringer's book, you know he called it Winning
Through Intimidation because nobody would buy a
book called Winning by Putting Up a Good Show
and Fudging a Little with the Truth.

Winning Through Intimidation is a terrible book;
the trouble is, it isn't a completely worthless book.

Ringer actually has some interesting and evenim
portant points to make. His formula for success in
volves a great deal more than ruIming a good bluff;
it's unfortunate that his presentation emphasizes all
the wrong things.

The cornerstone of his philosophy is a firm reliance
on reality; his discussions of the nature of reality in
the commercial world and the consequences of using
it or abusing it,while not particularly o~fginal, are
well worth reading. Variations on this theme include
his discussions of the necessity of defining terms and
obtaining specific evidenc¥, and his ultimate injunc
tion: "'GET PAID!"

Ringer is foursquare for competence and includes
some pointed comments on the necessity for being
totally prepared; one suspects that this is what actu
ally accol;lnts for his success.

His theory on attitude, "Theory ofSus,tenanceof
~. Positive,~ttitudethrqughJhe., As~ull1Pti(;>nofa
NegatiVY,.R'e8u~t," i~ his one really original observa
tion and·. is .I~imost' worth the .price of the book
at least in paperback!

Winning
hrough Intimidation

By Robert J. Ringer

City State Zip _

Address ........----------

----------------,------------_._----free copy offer LR25 :

I'll give it a try.:Please send me a free copy ,of your latest issue. If I like it, I
I will receive a one-year subscriptionfor only $8-half the regular price.
If I don't like it, I'll simply write "cancel" across the bill and that will be I
that. In either case, the complimentary copy is mine to keep. I

o Payment enclo~ed OBill me I
I

Name --........--------------------------- I
I
I
I

TheWashington Monthly I
I ,1028 Gonnecticut Ave. NW, Washington, D.C. 20036 I

--------------------------------~-,

Five years before the near-bankruptcy of NewYork, The Washington Monthly, the liberal
magazine that questions liberal orthodoxy, began its attack on the swolten bur,eaucracies with
articles called '~We'reAII Working for the Penn Central" and"America the Featherbedded:'
We then questioned the high salaries and pensions enjoyed by civil servants andwarned of '
the growing power of public emplo",ees' unions.

The Washington Monthly has been ahead of its time in many other ways. It was the first
magazine !O reveal tJ:1e political' contributions of the dairy lobby, and in an article that won
two of journalism's most distinguished awards, the first to tell of the Army's spying on

civi Iian politics. '.', '" '. . !
It was the first to reveal the NixoFl impoundments, the first to report why Congress didn't
investigate Watergate before the election, and in so doing, became the first monthly llIagazine
to dp original reporting about Watergate. In an article thch won yet ano'ther award, it told
"Why the White House Press Didn't Get the Watergate Story."

Our article on.thedangers of nuclear hijacking was a year ahead of The New Yorker's.
Our case against social security was made two years before Harper's., And two years before
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.'s The Imperial Presidency, we published "The·Prince and His Courtiers
at the White House, the"Kreml in, and the Reichschancellery."

Time says The Washington Monthly is "must reading." The New York Times says it's
"indispensable." And The Washington Post says it "does its specialty-government and
politics-better than any other magazine around." If you aren't afraid of being right too soon,
give it a try.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

All this isfine, but I have strong reservations about
this hookOl1,several counts.

My first objection is content. W~nning Through In
timidation is 304 pages long and sells for $1.95 in
pa.r>erback;it's a rip-off. Any reasonably good.editor
could cu t the repetition and padding and produce a
50-page pamphlet that would !omit nothing impor
tanto Ringer is entirely consistent: ,Winning Through
Intimidation is "intimidating" in his terminology.
While nit-picking, I'll also mention/that Ringer's
style is too cutesy-poo for words (one gets very tired
of reading about his undergraduate days at "Screw
V."), and Jack Medoffs illustrations complement
Ringer's prose perfectly.
, l am also troubled by certain factual omissions in
the st9ry of Ringen's own success. For example, on
pages 133-34, after an account ofthe "long road I'd
trav~led, a road often lined with frustration, humilia
tion and confusion," we find a financially disadvan
taged Ringer saying with a smile, "Let me make one
thing perfectly clear; you won't have Robert Ringer
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The ··Power Broker: IBIOGRAPHYI
Robert Moses and the Fall of New York
By Robert <:iro

Reviewed by Alan Fairgate I Random House,'1974/
$25 -:-v-

RobertCaro deserves' even mOre tribUte than he has
already received. Any rnany who.Gan write a massive
biography of arelatively obscure'(atleast outside of
NewY~rk) urbanphmner a,nd win the widespread

.public ~cclaim and recognition that Caro has must
be a talented author. Caro hilS not only presented
the reader with adetailedacc.ountof the rise and fall
of Robert Moses, one. of the imost powerful rnen in
New York City, b4t he has also expertly dissected the
complexities of urban politics and developed a
number of themes that should be of great interest to~

libertarians. More than a simple biography of one
man, Caro's book represents a significant contribu
tion to our understanding of the unique political
economic institutions that eme~gedin postwar urban
America.

Anyone interested in the hisfory of New York or,
even more generally, in the evolution of urban
politics. in the postwar period should' immediately
recognize the importance of a biography of Robert
Moses. More than any other man, Moses and his
policies dominated the political evolution of New
York since the 1930s and even determined much of

, , To use Isabel Paterson's

memorable- phrase, Moses

was truly a thwnanitari.3.!1

with a guillotine.' "

the physical landscape of New; York City today. In
the course of his career, Moses' personally conceived
and executed public works costing $27 billion, includ
ing vast parkway systems, bridges, and urban redevel
opment projects, and culminating with the New York
World's Fair in 1964. During a period when America
worshipped the engineer, the builder, Robert Moses
emerged as a builde'r on.a grand scale. More impor
tant, however, Moses articulated ari entirely new
doctrine regarding urban public works and pioneered
in the development of strategies necessary to imple
ment highway construction and urban renewal pro
grams. Even Lewis Mumford, one of Moses' bitter.,est
critics, acknowledged that "in the twentieth century,
the influence of Robert Moses on the cities ofAmer
ica was greater than that of any other pe~son."

On one level, The Power Broker can be vieWed as
1162 pages of subtle variations on Lord Acton's
well-known $eme: power corrupts and ~bsolute
power corrup~s absolutely. Unfortunately, although
Caro does ac~nowledge the corrupting' inflij.ence of
power, he terids to focus attention instead on the
inherent weaknesses in Mose~~ own·· personality
that. Caro fee~ made Moses especially susceptible to
the destructiv~ effects of power. As a result, the
reader is left' \with the vague impression that, per
haps, if Moses had had a stronger character, he
might have resisted thetemptatiops of power and
emerged as a genuine public reformer.
Moses in fact began his career as an idealistic public

reformer intent on reorganizing the civil service of
New York as part of a broader effort to make govern
ment more efficient and responsive to social needs:
However,· from the very beginning Moses displayed
a profound' contempt for the lifestyles and intelli
gence of the lower classes, and he was guided by a
highly paternalistic concept of governmel1t that ~e

acquired during his graduate' study at Oxfox'L__
, Moses sincerely felt. that he "knew best what the
population of, New York needed, and he ruthlessly

8

proceeded to implement his vision against intense
opposition from local neighborhoods that were irrep
arably damaged by his vast public works projects.
To use Isabel Paterson's memorable phrase, Moses
was truly a "humanitarian with a guillotine." In fact,
Moses once announced in a speech that "when you'
operate in· an overbuilt metropolis, you have to 'hack
your way with a meat ax." .Caro adds that "he
dign't just feel that he had to swing a meat ax. He
loved to swing it." In discussing the gradual transfor
mation of Moses' personality, Caro argues .that
"slowly and inexorably, he began to seek power for
itS"'{)wn sake... increasingly, the projects became not
ends but means-the means of obtaining rnore and
more power." ,

In his pursuit of power, Moses displayed an excep·
tional instinct for identifying and mobilizing the key
centers of economic and political power on behalf
of his programs. In the process, he pioneered in the
development of a novel institutional form-public
autl1"orities-which represented an ominous attempt
to merge public and private institutions. Public
authorities manifested many of the characteristics of
large private corporations, but they also possessed a
yariety of powers-such as the power of eminent
domain-that clearly differentiated them from mar
ket institutions and vested them with quasi-govern
mental status. Th~ public authorities were empowered
to. issue bonds. as a source of revenues and, by crea
Jively structuring the covenants in the bonds, Moses
established binding contractual agreements with bond
holders that could not. be legally abrogated by the:
municipal government. As a result, Moses effectively
insulated both himself and his institutional creations
from political meadling. .

In expressing his concern over· the incompatibility
of public authorities with a qemocratic political sys
tem, Quo demonstratesconsi'derable insight into the.
political consequences of large-scale public works
projects. He quotes approvingly Raymond Maley's
observation that historically all great public work_~

have been associated witp autocratic power and
provides an excellent analysis suggesting that this
correlation is hardly fortuitous.

Moses very early perceived the critical importance
of New York's banking institutions in the-metropoli
tan political and economic system. The bond issues
of his public authorities were carefully structured, in
a manner designed to provide the banks with a highly
lucrative source of revenue. As merely one example,.'
the banking syndicat.e that underwrote the bond
issue to finance the construction' of the Verrazano
Narrows B~idge received almost $5 million in profits
in one day. Since public authority bonds were consid
ered excellent investments, the underwt:iters were
exposed to negligible risks in performing theirser
vices. ,The banks .were· appropriately . grateful for
Moses' largesse, and they reciprocated by loyally
sup-porting his proposals for ever-expanding public
works projects.

As Caro points out, Moses succeeded in mobilizing
enorrnouspoliticaland economic power behind him.
However, his ultimate downfall can be directly traced
to his' confrontation/with the one man whose power
.resources could not only rnatch but overwhelm those
mobilized by Robert Moses. That man was Nelson
Rockefeller. As Garo notes, .Rockefeller resembled
Moses in many ways, particularly in the scale of his
imagination and of his arrogance. Rockefeller had in
fact adopted many of the "hackdoor" financing
schemes th~t Moses had originally developed for his
public authorities. Ultimately, however, the personali
ties and ambitions of these two power brokers
clashed, and Rockefeller demonstrated little compas
sion in his campaign to remove Moses from his en
trenched position. The gradual escalation of this con
frontation provides/the climax of Caro's account of
Moses' career.

At a time when New York wrestles with the prospect
of prolonged fiscalcrisis,~aro's book represents an
essential contribution -to our understanding of the
origins of that crisis.•

Colby/Stenebjem-(continued from·page i)

One of the founders of the AFC, Robert R. Young,
shared this approach. from the moment of the attack,

. and had even more drastic objectives in mind. In a
letter he wrote to Harry Elmer''' Barnes on' 2 June
1953, the railroad magnate asserted: .

I happened to be one of the three dissenting
voices when the directors of the America First
Committee vofed to disband on the Wednesday
after Pearl Harbor. I felt then and still feel that
if the Committ~~ could only have been kept
going,some of these people who will become

, national heroes could have been made to pay
for their sins by their liberty or even their.
lives. If the Republicans .had not been equally
corrupted they could have had the whole
damned crowd in jail.

Another overlooked possibility was the refusal of
Flynn to join with George Hartmann and the Peace _
Now movement in 1943 in. striving for a negotiated
peace to _end the war, on the grounds that during a
war was an inappropriate time for such an enterprise.
On the contrary, the effective-time to work for peace
is while there is a war going on, as the anti-Vietnam
forces have just proved, though it must be said in
extenuation of Flynn that it took far, far more guts
to oppose World War II after the U.S. became abellig
erent than it did to oppose the Vietnam War. Never
theless, it makes no sense to favor carrying umbrellas
only when it is not r~ing. -,

At the conclusion of her study, Stenehjenl ex
pounds briefly upon the partial acceptance of the
AFC's views today, 35 years afterit disbanded. A
rather clammy_comfort may be derived from this,
observing that the gang that waxed fat, famed, and
powerful during and after World War n even now is
slightly discomfited by this development. ,Though -
some of the arrogant apologists and camp followers
who rejoiced in permanent global war and "the (exer-

- cise of unlimjted power by ~DRand his successors
are now making noises~lliai2wourdUhave made them
AFC recruit potential ill 1940-41, one suspects that
this is simply a trendy ploy to make them sound
"with-it," as curtailment of executive power, world
retrenchment, and related continentalism and "isola
tion" enjoy Current favor. However, it is also possible
to see a brighter side· to it, and look upon any moves
toward the attainment of sanity In world politics as
commendatory.•

.-.---_._-----,
(HEINLEIN-1
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1% PIECES OF
THIN BEAUTIFULLY
STAMPEOGOLD
IN ORIGINAL
PAPER WRAPPER

,.,. . . this book . . .
is another .protracted polemic

on the virtues of
.John Maynard Keynes. , ,

monetary expansion. His devotion' to thIS remedy
probably stems not only from his inability to criticize
Keynesian economics for causing all the problems,
but also from his nostalgia for the Price Control Com
mission, where he served during World War II. Per
haps he longs once again for the incredible power he
possessed. We can only hope that he never gets it..

poirh of always. ftlling slots for government econo
mists with men "of assured Keynesian convictions."
Thus the bloodless revolution was achieved.

Finally, Galbraith is forced to deal with the conse
q'uences of the Keynesian revolution. Once again he
drags out price controls as the only way to stop the
inflation generated by vast government spending and

ARARE HISTORICAL COLLECTORS' ITEM

IECONOMICS I

RN ,UNUSUAL OFFliIN(;
VIETNRMlSE (TO/' /) rll£LS

DEAK & CO,PURCHASED TENSOF THOUSANDS OF THESE FAMOUS GOLD TAElS FROM SOUTH
VIETNAMESE REFUGEES IN THEIR FLIGHT TO F~EEDOM. MOST WERE MELTED DOWN INTO
8ULLION. LESS THAN 2,000 REMAIN; THEY- ARE OFFERED WHIL& THEY LAST FOR $200.00.
EACH. EACH TAEL CONSISTS OF 2Y2PI EeES OF THIN BEAUTIFULLY STAMPED GOLD OF
98S-995FINENESSWEIGHINql.2i.TROY OUNCES.• NOTA~J(;..,.rREMIUM OVER THE aUlll()N
CONTENT WHEN ONE CONSIDERS THE HISTORICAL VAL"UEAS WELL AS THE BEAUTY AND
RARITY AS A COLLECTOR'S ITEM. EACH TAEl COMES WITH A LETTER OF AUTHENTICITY
FROM DEAK & CO.

1.2 OUNCES OF
GOLD

provided." This seems very close to saying that
Keynes wrote the General Theory as a justification
for policies that the government was already pursu
ing-which helps explain its extraordinary popularity.
It was not enough, however, to have a theory that

conveniently fit the times. Keynes also needed fel
low conspirators. According to Galbraith, the chief
American "conspirator" was Professor Alvin Hansen.
His influence spread to the generation of students at
Harvard that brought the Keynesian gospel to Wash
ington. "Fortunately," LaucWin Currie (later accused
of Communist connections) was chief economist of
the Federal Reserve Board. Galbraith says that in this'
capacity,and later at the White House, Currie made a

\

Money: Whence
It Came,Where It
By John Kenneth Galbraith

Reviewed by Bruce Bartlett / Houghton Mifflin,
1975/$10

,.,. . . the only thing
that separates Keynes' ideas
froth .those of'acknowledged
cr~ks li~e Waddill Catchings,

is the fact that Keynes
is taken seriously.' ,

John Kenneth Galbraith is many things to many
people. One of the things he is not, however, is a
good. economist.. If his past efforts were not enough
to justify this conclusion, then this, his latest book,
certainly is.

Galbraith begins with a short history of money-so
superficial as to be almost wortWess. He goes through
the emergence of precious metals as a medium of
exchange (without a menti!on of Carl Menger), notes
the development of paper money, the origin of the
Federal Reserve System, and briefly discusses the
great German inflation of the 1920s.

Then, Galbraith gets around to his true purpose for
writing this book, which is another protracted po
lemie on the virtues of John Maynard Keynes. Once
again the reader is subjected to a rehash of Galbraith's
The Great Crash, 1929. Galbraith conde'mns the
Fed for not expanding the money supply and blames
a reactionary fear df inflation on the part of business,
Congress, and most econdmists. '

His technique is to slur anyone who believes in gold
or voices fear of inflation. For example, Galbraith
makes a point of attacking Professor Edwin Kem~

merer of Princeton by making it seem that he sup
p.prted the gold standard only because he made a lot
of money advising foreign governments on the sub
ject. Galbraith also has contempt for the Austrian
School and makes it appear as though Mises, Hayek,
Schumpe~er, Haherler, MacWup,. and Morgenstern
attack infhltioll . and socialisIl1only.b~paltsei tlwy

\ lived through ,tho.. post~World War I inflation i in
Germany and Austria. Such ad hominem attacks by
_Galbraith are soblatatlt that Marxist historian Eugene
Genovese felt obliged to.defend the Austrians in his
review for the New York Times.

The meat of Galbraith's book begins, appropriately
enough, with a chapter called "The Coining of J.M.
Keynes." It is i significant chapter, however, because
Galbraith makes several admissions about Keynesian
economics. First, he admits that the economic policy
of Hitler and Nazi Gernlany was essentially one of
Keynesian economics. Keynes himself admitted this
in a famous forward to the Geffilan edition of The
General Theory. What is interesting about Galbraith,

f though, is his implied criticism of the United States
for not having followed Hitler's lead!

NAME ------~-----------.;;;.------~----:-
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CITY - STATE

Galbraith goes on. to state that "the effect of The
General Theory was to legitimize ideas that were in
circulation. What' had been the aberations of cranks
and crackpots became now respectable scholarly dis
cussion." In other words, the only thing that sepa-

, rates Keynes' ideas from those of acknowledged
cranks like Waddill Catchings, is the fact that Keynes
is taken seriously. .

Galbraith points out that the New Deal was not
basically a Keynesian program. Rather, it was a dis
jointed hodgepodge of programs that reacted to
individual problems but had no rationalorganiza
tion. "It was," Galbraith says, "a policy in search of
a rationalization, the rationalization that Keynes
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-'Reason and Belief IPHILOSOPHY I

10

implIcations of Popper's views (which are not, after
all, .that originiU), we move from the open society
to the "Free Society," and find ourselves agreeing
with MichaelPolanyi's claim,contra Popper, that the
Free Society is not an Open Society, but a society
,committed to. a very definite set of rules. In Popper's '
Open Society, the principle of democracy is regarded
as' fixed, as not· being open to revision. In the Free
Society, is it the far more fundamental principle
of individual liberty and nonaggression that is not
open. to revision (though its implications may be
refined with growing knowledge). Popper's' reasoning , .
is, by and large, correct, but it is individuals who
must solve problems to survive, not "societies,"
and therefore individuals who must befreeto think
and act to achieve vall1~S and to revise mistaken
plans and impressions in the light of experience or
rriorecritical thought.

I do' not wish to leave the impression that The Open
Society is worthless. It is indeed a heuristic work,
tossing. off suggestive arguments and insights on
nearly every page, ,and the criticisms of Plato, Hegel,
and Marx are always pregnant ones. Popper is a great ,
and forceful advocate of reason, science, and prog
ress, and his passionate idealism shines forth continu
ally from' the" pages of this work. But so too does
nearly every moth-eaten philosophical cliche around,
e.g., the attack on "certainty," the fact/value dichot
omy, the Humean assault on induction. Moreover,
Popper is unnerving in his treatment of capitalism.
Opponents of the Open SoCiety who see it as being
too coercive are slighted by Popper, mentioned only
in the context of Popper's astonishing smears of
laissez faire, his continual granting of Marxist histori
cal 'points against capitalism, and his cheerful parad
ing before us of those "democratic reforms" th~t

have all but oblitt(rated the ~.mhampered free market
economy.

Why is it /important to considerThe Open Society
and Its Enemies after all. these years? Very simply,
because these are times when tdtalitarianism is on
the rise, and Western democracies are in the midst
of crises that are threatening the stability of their
basic institutions, and perhaps even their very sur
vival. In this battle against totalitarianism today's
right-wing. social democrats-the neo-conservatives
such as Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Irving Kristol,
an~ .Daniel. Bell-are. once again raising the banner of
social democracy against tyranny. But' this is point
less, for such democracy combined with social engi
neering and statist "reforms" is inherently unstable
andis unjust as well.

POPper-(Continued from page 4)

Libertarian Review

But in one sense, at least, Popper is right: the future
is. ours to shape. Liberty has never been fully tried.
It is the .task' of readers of this journal to remedy
that unfortunate situation; if we do not, no one else
will.•

Social democracy, the Open Society, has been tried
and found wanting. The question that faces us now is
simpiy' whether those lovers of "experiment" and
"flexibility" are(experimental and flexible enough to
advocate that liberty be given a chance. If it is not
given that chance, there may be no turning back,
and we may yet arrive in an era when we shall look
back at the totalitarianism of the 1930s as a veritable
golden age.

No mere democratic machinery, no mere procedure,
is enough to oppose fascism or· communism; not in
a world of those real social dynamics that are set
in motion by interventionism. Only liberty can funy
oppose closed societies,and only if liberty is seen
as something that isnotto. be bargained away or
abandoned through a series oJinsi~ficant piecemeal
reforms. Liberty must be regard~d as the ultimate

.~ political end, foremost.among those political values
held. dear by reasonable men and women, the highest
and most noble political form possible t'o human
beings.

,,' Not since Santayana's
ReaSQn in Religion'. . . has a

philosOpher stood back from I

the religious scene with'
\

such an objective eye-

symp~theti<;,yet critical

-and shared with his· readers

so much wisdom

on the subject.' ,

(first argued toward the end of .Reason and Goodness)
that intrinsic goodness is to be conceived in terms of
two . concepts, satisfaction and fulfIllment, all other
values being instrumental to these two.

The'. final chapter,. "Religion and Rationalism," .is
a watershed chapter in that it here behooves the
author, who has beertgiving us the pros anel cons of
every issue thus far, to '·'fish or cut bait." And he
does. Haviflg conceded as much ashe possibly can to
the opposi.tion-havingshown why reasonableness is
a "grey virtu~;" and having spoken as favorably as
one plausibly .can on the values (and disvalues, too)
of reverence and humility as human attitudes, and
having traced the stong and .often honorable motiva
.tions for having religious @elief, Blanshard' proceeds
to. make mincemeat of faith as a ground for belief
by showing us (where such a criterion would ulti
mately lead' us. Reason is the only self~corrective

faculty for arriving at truth. "Take reason seriously,"
Blanshard says. "It has been from the beginning the
unrealized architect of religion, of conduct,. of the
world, but almost always doing its work under the
interference of interests alien to its own."

Many readers who are greatly interested in issues of
metaphysics, epistemology, and ethics are far less
interested in'religion. They may, as they read these
pages,hecome impatient with the author for devoting

so much time and effort to this subject. My own
reservations about the book come not from the
extended treatment of the phenomena of religious
belief-which is the most interesting suryey since
William James~ Varieties of Religious Experience
but from the comparative lack of treatment of deepM
level epistemological problems of religion. Just as one
looks in vain for a,careful definition of "reason" (the
most used \;,rord in the book)-though one finds it in
Richard Robinson's book An Atheist's Values- so
one looks in vain for'a knock-down treatment of epis
temological problems of religion (which, if pursued,
~eem to me to invalidate the views popularly labeled
theism, deism, pantheism, and atheism and ·agnos
ticism). Perhaps it was not the author's aim to give us'
a treatment of these matters; but in a long work on
religious. beliefs,wiih so much empirical material on .

\ the history of religion, it' seems a pity not to have
devoted more tim~ to such central questions as
"Exactly what can this religious sentence -be con
strued tomean?"-:-questions which lie at the root of
aU the others. Philosophy of religion is, first and fore
most, epistemology applied to the subject of religion,
just as philosophy of science is epistemology applieq
to science. One regrets that Blanshard has apparently
forsaken the most probing and tantalizing problems
central to his discipline,philosophy, and has taken on
instead a survey of an area in which he is much less
of a lifelongspecialist, brilliantly though he does it..

Reviewed by John Hospers / Yale University Press,
1975 1$30

By Brand 'Blanshard

-y-
Blanshard's long-awaited book is the .third and final

port~on of a philosophical 'triology,~ofwhich the first
two parts were Reason andAnalysis and Reason and
Goodness, both published more than ten years ago.
Thisftnal volume is devoted to the.relations between
reason and religion.

The book.is long (more than 600'pages) ·and rich
in content. Not sinceSantayana's Reason in Religion
in 1910 (one of the five volumes of his "Life ofRea-'
son"series) has a phiiosopherstood back from the
religious scene with such an objective .eye-sympa
thetic,(yet critical-and shared with his readers so
much wisdom on thesl1bject. The book is written in
Blanshard's inimitable philosophical style, smooth
and polished, always to the point, full of well-turned
plu'asesand quotable quotes.

Part I, consisting of the first four chapters, deals
with the Roman Catholic doctrines on faith versus
reason, reason and revelation, and revelfition's rela
tion to natural knowledge. One of the chief points

. that emerges from his discussion is how devoted to
the pursuit 'of reason (granted a few'initial premises
based on faith) the Catholic Church is, committed
to 9arrying out the ~mplications of each argument.
Blanshard leans so far over to be fair to Catholic doc
trine that one begins to suspect at last that he will
end up supporting the Catholic cause; but just when
we feel that this is imminent, comes a section (e.g.,
on inconsistencies in the Bible, or on papal infalH·

_bility) that throws any such theory on the scrap-
heap. .

Part II, dealing with Protestant Christianity, is 200
pages long. It is devoted primarily' to Luther, Kierke
gaard, Brunner, and Barth. For someone who wants
a not too lengthy' but thorough rundown on what 
each of thesernen believed on' matters of faith and
reason, Blanshard's presentation ideally satisfies the
demand. For those readers (probably the majority)
to whom such names as Barth and Brunner draw
blap.ks except for a vague association with religion,
Blanshard's chapters are the easiest anq most system
atic way to fill the gap.

Part III, "Ethics and Belief," is of greatest interest
to students of ethics. Blanshard's two chapters on
rationalism and Christian ethics are paradigms of
accuracy, objectivity, and clarity of presentation.
What is the. attitude of ~hristianity (and why) to
wealth? To art? To the State? To slavery? To wom
en's right~? To pacifism? To power? To work? To
social justice? Here it is all spelled out, with a bring
ing together of various texts frbm the Bible to sub
stantiate each contention-not without insightful
friti'cal comments along the way on many of the posi
tions discussed.

The chapter entitled "The Ethics of Belief' is per
haps the best in the book. Blanshard shows .us, for
example, exactly at what points Pascal's Jamous
"wager" is in error. He also examines with uncom
mon thoroughness such questions as "What made
the acts of the Spanish Inquisitors wrong?" Th~y'

acted from honorable motives (saving the souls of
those who would otherWise be damned) and from
clear-sighted regard for consequences (what was an
hour of slow fire in this life compared with an eter
nity of fire hereafter?). B(anshard concludes that,
while from the vantage point of their beliefs ·-their
actions were impeccable, they had no right to believe
as they did, and shows us why sincerity of belief is
not enough.

Part IV, "A Ratiomllist's Outlook," begins (in the
chapter on cosmology) by providing us a recap of
Blanshard's earlier works on metaphysics. The sec
tions on the Principle of Causality are thorough and
forcefully presented, particularly the reasons for
disagreeing with Hume and Ayer and agreeing with
Joseph in the defense of "causal necessity." The next
two chapters, on human nature, values, and goodness,

. after a discussion of evolution and its implications for
ethics, presen ts a renewed defense of the position



LeFevre's original letter and the ensu ing
correspondence have been brilliantly edited and
annotated by R.S. Radford, who teaches at the
University of Southern California. An active
member of American Mensa, Ltd., Radford
publishes the LibSIG! newsletter for libertarian
Mensans.

THE POWER OF CONGRESS (As Congress Sees It)
is important reading for those who wish to look at
the lawmakers through their own eyes. Few books
have ever been so revealing of the reigning hierarchy.
It's funny - yet,in a way, it's tragic and terrifying.

corruption on the part of every elected office holder
in the nation's capitol. What is astounding are the
responses he has received. More than forty senators
and representatives were so intrigued (or infuriated)
by what LeFevre said that they responded in a surge
of letters that expose some astonishing attitudes and
conclusions. Among them are: James L. Buckley,
John G. Dow, Frank E. Evans, Gerald Ford, Barry
L. Goldwater, Jr., Hubert H. Humphrey, Mike
Gravel, Daniel K. Inouye, Bob Mathias, Wilbur D.
"J~JlHls,~~mundS. Mu,sk~je,:,~.er()rTil~Waldie.

HOW MUCH POWER DO THEY RIGHTFUllY

HAVE? FROM WHAT SOURCES DOES IT

COME? MORE PARTICULARLY, WHAT DO

MEMBERS OF CONGRESS Believe ABOUT
_ ",d C

THE POWER THEY WIELD?

Bob LeFevre, famous Iibertarian and iconoclast, has
challenged each of them with a series of arguments
in which he charges dishonesty, illegality, and

Get your copy now!

P.K. Slocum, Bookseller LR
7733 Corey,
Downey, CA 90241
Send me THE POWER OF CONGRESS

$2.95 + 5De postage/handling. (California
residents, please add 6% sales tax.)

NAME

ADDRESS

My check for $ enclosed. CITY STATE ZIP



U Gun Control" and the Free Citizen
By Reginald Bretnor

The two words "gun control" present us instantly with
a totally false concept and a totally false promise. That
is why I use them here between quotation marks, and
why I shall return to the subject of the meanings they
convey later in this essay.

We have here four books all dealing with the subject,
but from very different viewpoints, for opposing pur
poses, and with widely differing standards of honesty
and competence. One of these, Robert Sherrill's Satur
day Night Special, is antigun-in other words, basically
opposed to the private ownership of firearms. Two
others, Bill R. Davidson's To Keep and Bear Anns
and the National Rifle Association's 1975 Fireanns
& Laws Review are just as fundamentally in favor
of it. The fourth, Published Ordinances, Fireanns,
Important Infonnation to Gun Dealers, is a 253-page
guidebook to the tangled bureaucratic wilderness already
created by federal, state, and local efforts at "gun
control" by legislation. It will soon be issued by the
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms Bureau of the Treasury
Department, the agency charged with enforcement of
federal firearms laws.

The Saturday Night Special
By Robert Sherrill / Penguin, 1975/ $2.75 pb

To Keep and Bear Anns
By Bill Davidson / Arlington House, 1969 / $5.95,
out of print

1975 Fireanns & Laws Review
Compiled by the National Rifle Assocation / NRA,
1975/$4

Published Ordinances, Firearms, Important Infonnation
to Gun Dealers

Compiled by the U.S. Treasury Department / Gov
ernment Printing Office, 1976 (forthcoming) /
Price not available

:

The Saturday Night Special is a strangely schizoid
book that apparently has actually discomfited many of
the antigun liberals whose viewpoint it presumably is
pushing. It has been characterized by Polly Toynbee,
an English writer, as

a clear, concise canter around the whole problem
of gun control, mocking those who have half
heartedly attempted· reforms and sneering at the
police and the NRA almost too much for pleasure.
What Sherrill does is to defuse the situation by
throwing in any number of conflicting attitudes,
but in the end he has escaped making a serious
comment on guns and crime. He prefers to play
jester than chief adviser. One suspects that is
because his rational thinking goes trespassing all
over his liberal prejudices, and he isn't apt to give
up his liberal label, not even that little comer of
it....

Sherrill's attacks on the NRA and on the police gener
ally are in deplorably bad taste, and his statistics are the
ones usually selected by antigun propagandists and are
presented in the usual false perspective. For example,
he never mentions that when guns were much more
readily available than they are today, before any registra
tion was required anywhere and when you could buy
any firearm you wanted by mail, the streets of most
American cities were quite safe-except for certain dis
tricts in places like Chicago and New York-and that this
continued to be the case up to and through World War
II. (In the San Francisco Bay Area, little old ladies could
take long walks alone at nighi;IOvers could stroll in
parks or on college campuses, and after an Italian dinner
and a pub-crawl in North Beach you and your girl could

walk down to the ferry building to catch the last boat
home. No more. Now it's a jungle. And the availability
of handguns was in no way responsible for the transfor
mation.)

Sherrill's statistics and arguments are also generously
seasoned with horrible individual examples of the misuse
of guns, and of course he presents the stock liberal dis
tortions of their opponents' purposes and programs.
Where the NRA is concerned, he is downright offensive,
stating "that the great majority of the membership is
not only rabidly hard-line but slightly dotty-a classic
tennis-shoe dottiness," which, according to him, allows
them to believe that the country is in some danger from
armed subversives. As an example of this kookiness,
he quotes an editorial in the American Rifleman that
takes seriously an FBI report stating that the Com
munist Revolutionary Union had spread to ten states
and that its members had been accumulating weapons
and engaging in firearms and guerrilla warfare training.

Americans of normal perspective, [he tells us]
having long ago learned not to take too seriously
the FBI's rationale for higher budgets, chuckle
and nudge each other when the FBI trots out this
kind of spooky stuff....

And he goes on to inform us that

Everything about the NRA reeks of obsolescence:
the slogans, the trophies... the tales of derring-do
perpetuated in its literature, the boys-behind-the
bam chumminess, the blustery patriotism, the
simple-minded notions of law and order. They are
like things out of the attic and out of the memory
of an ancient American Legionnaire.....

Where the Second Amendment is concerned, we· find
the same general approach. The amendment is deliber
ately misread, and its original meaning· misconstrued,
to convey the notion that it ensures only the right of
the states to raise their own militias-and left-thinking
liberal "authorities" are quoted to support this.

All in all, about the only good thing one can say for
Mr. Sherrill's work is that he had enough intellectual
honesty to present facets of the crime problem in the
United States that the antigun crowd usually prefer to
ignore: the Violence-mongering of the mass media, the
immorality of many politicians and many policemen
(especially in those big gang-ridden cities that are at the
core of the antigun movement) the ineffectiveness of
our criminal courts and prisons, and the inescapable
ethnic factor involved.

It is refreshing, after reading Sherrill, to open Bill
Davidson's To Keep and Bear Anns. Davidson argues the
case for the private ownership of firearms and for a
viable revival of the militia concept clearly and vigor
ously, discussing it against the world background of dic
tatorship, persecution, subversion, and rampant terror
ism as well as the domestic scene of violent crime. He
does not go in for sneering or name-calling, and in each
instance he supports his contentions not only with
"authorities" but with good sense. I was especially im
pressed by his comments regarding an armed citizenry
acting as a militia in defense of their freedoms:

The armed citizen had been a bulwark of Swiss
independence through generations of hostility
between France, Germany, Italy, and formerly
Austria. Sweden has a highly sophisticated militia
reserve program. Norway, which suffered agonies
under five years of Nazi rule in World War Two,
has a less formal but perhaps just as effective pro
gram geared to guerrilla war.

Israel is the ultimate democratic garrison state,
for excellent reason. It exists in a 24-hours-a-day,
365-days-a-year atmosphere of hate unequalled
since the Communist, Nazi, and Japanese vilifica
tions of the 1940's. . . .Israel is a fully armed
nation in which troops take their Uzi burp guns
home with them on leave, in which paramilitary

weapons and fitness training are mandatory fOl
adolescents, in which a quarter-million skilled
troops can be summoned in an incredibly short
time. _.

And Israel, like Switzerland, has a remarkably I
crime rate-much lower than the rising violent crime r
in totally disarmed England (to say nothing of No
Ireland).

Davidson's book should be read by every thought
American concerned with his own and his nation's CI

tinuing freedom, and it should most certainly be in eVl
library; and the same can be said for the NRA symp
ium. It is equally well balanced, thorough, and polh
restrained.

Several·of the 18 articles in the 1975 Fireanns & La
Review discuss the origins of the Second Amendme
the intent of the men who framed it, and its subseqm
interpretations and distortions. Every liberal, especial
should read "The Lost Amendment," by Robert
Sprecher of the Illinois bar, which won the 1965 Saml
Pool Weaver Constitutional Law Essay Competition, a
which is reprinted here from the Ameriqan Bar Assoc
lion Journal-and every conservative and libertarian \\
want to read it.

Several other articles examine the entire question
"gun control" both here. and abroad, and I found "Fil
arms Control in England and Wales" especially intere:
ing becaus~ its writer, Colin Greenwood, is a care
police official in England who was awarded a Researl
Fellowship at Cambridge for the study of this subje(
His conclusion,-that "gun controls have had no effe

. on the rate of serious aqped 5rll!I;e in England and Wall:
and that the imposition of further controls... will (
nothing to prevent the crime rate rising"-demolish

" . . . the essence of
gun control'... is that

the individual cannot be
trusted with that fundam~ntal

right of the free citizen,
the right to protect himself,

his family, his property, and

if necessary his nation . . . . ,~

one of the antigun liberals' most cherished myths
Law enforcement officers will, I think, find the arti·

cles by Judge Bartlett Rummel and others on gun laws~

police liability, and new court cases dealing with self·
defense especially interesting. The book concludes with
the statistics of firearms in crime and accidents, a dis
cussion of federal and state legislative procedures, and
digests of federal, state, and local firearms laws.

I repeat, these are two books to buy and read-or at
least to persuade your library to have on its shelves. As
for the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms' Pub
lished Ordinances- well, it's not bedside reading, but it
contains much information useful to gun dealers, collec
tors, hunters and target shooters (especially,if they hap-
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pen to be travelling), and students of how bureaucracy
thinks and functions.

To my mind, probably the most interesting aspect of
these four books is the light they shed on the present
"gun control" campaign in Congress and in the states,
and on the enormous difference between the view of the
honest citizen and his government held by the framers

, ,. . . the Second Amendment

is now being given mod'.

interpretations never imagined

by its originators . . . .., ,

of the Consitution and the one now only too generally
presented by the mass media and many of the politicians
who allegedly represent us.

When the Constitution and its first amendments were
drawn up, it was generally held-and this was demon
strated in the practical application of the law-that full
citizenship (implying its active powers as well as its
more passive rights) was not something granted au to
matically to anybody who could grunt and get in line for
a handout. Where the franchise was concerned, criteria
of responsibility were universally imposed, and while I
am not arguing that these were ideal or wholly just, they
were better than none at all. The vote of a hard-working,
property-owning New Epglapd farmer may, have been
no more sensible than that of a transient journeyman
tinker, but the chances are that it was cast more sensibly
and would have been far harder to manipulate or buy
than a drunke~ bun:'~ or a ~etty criminal's.

The responszble CItIzenry', then, were seen as the foun
tainhead of governmental power and authority, and the
law of the land, essentially, was no more than a contract
between all responsible citizens. The government itself
was simply the instrumentality to which they delegated
certain of their powers, and the relationship was not
conceived to be basically antagonistic; they were not
subject to their government; they were not the ruled
and their government was not the ruler; they were the
government; that, at least, was the ideal. The adversary
concept belonged not among free Americans, who either
had been born to a heritage of freedom or else had
crossed the ocean seeking it, but to the subject popula
tions of continental Europe, some of them scarcely out
of serfdom, and many not even dreaming of self-rule.

One measure of the degree to which the framers of the
Constitution trusted the responsible individual citizen is
their often expressed distrust of standing armies, which
they regarded as the always potential instruments of
tyranny. Another is the Second Amendment, which,
as we have seen, is now being given "mod" interpreta
tions never imagined by its originators, interpretations
that have their origin neither in English common law nor
in our American tradition, but rather in the ways of
thinking native to Mitteleuropa and points east, where
government had been the average man's natural enemy,
something imposed upon him from above.

In the American view, ideally, the first ten amend
ments did not constitute agrant of rights to the citizen.
Instead, .like the constitution, the Bill of Rights was
actually a compact between free individual citizens,
affirming the rights each man was considered to possess,
guaranteeing the possession and enjoyment of these
rights to one another, and carefully spelling out what the
government, as an instrument of the will of free citizens,
would and would not be allowed to do. It is interesting
to note that, in this interpretation, the individual crimi
nal or the criminal gang (even when not politically moti
vated) is just as capable of violating "civil rights" as is
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the state; any victim of a murder, a rape, a burglary,
a mugging, or a "protest" riot has had his or her civil
rights-the right to be secure in person or property
violated just as certainly as a victim of illegal arrest,
unwarranted police violence, or prejudice in employ
ment. This is scarcely a position acceptable to the
ACLU, an organization that, consciously or not, es
pouses the adversary idea of the citizen-government
relationship and is quite unable to get excited about
cities turned into jungles, streets unsafe even in daylight,
police who cannot even protect themselves, and a court
system designed for maximum confusion and delay (and
a maximum profit for lawyers).

The ACLU position has, unhappily, been generally
adopted by the mass news-entertainment media, and
increasingly by the country as a whole. Partly this is
due to the degradation of the meaning of citizenship.
(Sherrill says, in effect, that we are a nation of irrespon
sibles and that we will never change, in direct contrast
to the message of Bill Davidson's book, which is that we
must and can again become a land of responsible men.)
At present, literally no responsibilities are demanded of
the citizen-except of course that if he is industrious
he must pay his taxes; he need demonstrate no qualifica
tions for the exercise of the franchise, except residence,
and even this has been attacked; Jacksonian democracy,
carried to its extreme by left-leaning liberals, has given
the powers of citizenship to millions of irresponsibles
who make no effort to understand the nature of those
powers, and by doing so has effectively alienated mil
lions of responsible citizens from their government,
making them distrustful of each, other and of each
other's groups, and rendering them vulnerable, not only
to divisive and destructive totalitarian propaganda, but

-to what is essentially an authoritarian picture of the citi
zen-government relationship-a picture echoing the
memory of czars and commisars, serfdom and subjec
tion, pogroms, summary seizures, and arbitrary judg
ments without appeal.

The "gun control" campaign shows very clearly how
this works. It has been given new impetus recently by
the unprecedented increase of violent crime throughout
the country, by assassinations and attempted assassin
ations, and by hideous terrorist violence in many lands.
The logic behind its simplistic argument at first glance
seems plausible: take the guns away and nobody will be
able to shoot anybody or use a gun to hold up or kidnap
or terrorize anybody; and generally the media do not
look beyond that argument to read its corollary, that we
are no longer viewed as free, responsible citizens, that we
no longer are the government, which now has a new
identity (Big Brother, if you will), and that the powers
we once delegated to government now belong to it and
not to us-for the essence of "gun control," demon
strated in every nation that has adopted it, is that the
individual cannot be trusted with that fundamental
right of the free citizen, the right to protect himself,
his family, his property, and if necessary his nation,
and that therefore he must surrender his personal weap
ons, and that right with them, to the police and to the
military-in other words, to agencies of Big Brother.
The Second Amendment states: "Awell regulated Mili

tia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the
right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be
infringed." (Italics mine.) When this was written, its
meaning was completely clear. "Militia," then, had not
acquired its present connotation of a permanently and
formally recognized semistanding army, like our federal
ized National Guard. Yet this is how some of our courts,
many of our politicians, and most media men now inter
pret it. If we accept this, we are saying that the free
American citizen enjoys the right to keep and bear
arms to exactly the same extent as the citizens of
Hitler's Germany, of Communist Russia and its vassal
states, of Red China, and of every scurvy little military
dictatorship in the so-called Third World. They too can
keep and bear arms, if they meet Big Brother's standards
of physical condition, age, sex, conduct, and belief

That is scarcely what the Founding Fathers had in
mind.

Today, we are being told that the right was granted

originally only so that a trained militia could be raised
when necessary, and that Big Brother's superweapons
and standing armies now make this impractical and
indeed unnecessary. This is an outrageous distortion of
what the amendment says and means, for~again-there

is nothing in it about granting the right, which was
generally accepted as one of the inherent rights of free
men. (It was so incorporated in the constitution of New
Hampshire, which antedates the U.S. Constitution.)
The operative phrase, actually, is the one I have itali
cized: ... shall not be infringed.

You cannot infringe a right unless it already exists,
and unless its existence is accepted as a fact.

Very well, then, can "gun control" accomplish what
its sponsors say it will? It cannot. "Gun control" is a
deceptively plausible PR phrase-as plausible as "prohi
bition," as plausible as "disarmament." (We all know
how effective prohibition was, and we have only to
remember that the hundreds of treaties, thousands of
conferences, and billions of words devoted to disarma
ment since Czar Alexander II convened the first such
conference in S1. Petersburg nearly a hundred years ago
have resulted in nothing more tangible than the very
dubious outlawing of the dumdum bullet. It is impos
sible to disarm a technological society physically even if
it wants to be disarmed.)

What the "gun control" campaign really is accomplish
ing, besides its perversion of consitutional meanings
and American attitudes, is the creation of a smoke
screen to conceal the forces mainly responsible for our
wave of violent crime, the people who profit from that
wave, and those who hope to exploit the alienation and
anarchy it is breeding. The extreme left and its liberal
sycophants have, of course, a political goal in mind.
Criminal elements look to "gun control" to enhance
their freedom and their power, especially in the greater
cities. But there are two even more potent elements who
profit constantly from crime and criminal violence:

, 'The two words 'gun control'

present us instantly with a

totally false concept and

a totally false promise. , ,

our sensation-peddling mass media on the one hand,
and the legal profession on the other. Men tend to vote
their own interests, even when moralizing against them,
and both the mass media and the lawyers are guilty in
this regard, the media by overpublicizing violence and
making public heroes out of the violent (patty Hearst
take witness), and the lawyers simply because to a great
many of them a criminal is a very valuable property,
and an involved, nearly inert judicial system an instru
ment for enhancing his value to the limit (F. Lee Bailey
take the stand).

But the price of de-emphasizing and de-dramatizing
violent crime and expediting the processing and punish
ment of violent criminals would be too high. Too many
fat incomes would be reduced, too many brilliant or
promising careers ended, and too many felonious little
plans-private and political-frustrated.
To the men behind the "gun control" campaign, it is

far more practical to disarm the responsible citizen, to
erode the Second Amendment in their own interest,
just as they have already eroded the responsibilities
of citizenship; and if they succeed in this, then they can
proceed against the other rights we once guaranteed
each other.

Haven't they already started?
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The rise of the

How to survive it -- and profit from it.

AF204

SONY Model TC-45. Handheld recorder
player doubles as portable dictating
machine. BUilt-in mike. automatic Shutoff.
Battery meter. Tape counter. 4·way power
supply. Regularly $140. Our price, $126
with purchase of any tape.
GE Top-selling model M8455. Operates on
AC cord or batteries. Built-in mike. $49.95.
Our price $45 with purChase of any tape.

o BankAmericard 0 Master Charge
o American Express

Card Number _

Date Exp. _

Signature _

Name _

Address _

City_. State Zip __

Player-Recorder Also Available

COUNTERCON II tapes may be purchased
individually, or as a complete set. All five
tapes are only $44-a 15% discount over the
cost if purchased separately. And an even
greater saving over the original $75 COUN
TERCON II admission price.

If you're not completely satisfied with your
COUNTERCON tapes, simply return them
within three weeks and we'll send you a full
refund-no questions asked.

Don't delay. Mail the coupon today.

•••••••••••••
Send me the COUNTERCON II tapes I've
checked below. I understand that if I'm not
completely satisfied with my purchases, I
may return them within three weeks for a full
refund.
o COUNTERCON II, entire set of tapes (5

hours), at 15% discount $44
o #401 KONKIN: "Apres Le Deluge

(51 min.) $9.95
o #402 TURNER: "Mideast War and Busi

ness" (57 min.) $9.95
o #403 LeFEVRE: "Coming Alive" (74 min.)

$10.50
o #404 KALCHEIM: "Enemy of the State"

(31 min.) $9.95
o #405 LeFEVRE: "Law, Legislation and

Rights" (88 min.) $10.95
o Payment enclosed
o Charge my credit card.

901 North Washington St., Suite 200
Alexandria, Va. 22314•••••••••••••

IECONOMICS & RACEI

to broaden understanding of minority progress; they
testify that problems of minorities are much more
complex and involve many more factors than the
prejudice of the majority.

Perhaps the most important fact that we should
keep in mind is that "all American ethnic minorities
show unmistakable signs of economic progress, and
those minorities commonly thought of as "disadvan
taged' or 'problem' minorities have advanced not only
absolutely but relative to the American population as
a whole."

This book is most important to those who will
probably never read it-bureaucrats and social work
ers. Helping people should not entail minimizing
progress that they have made or hanging negative lab
els on them. It should not involve consuming their en
ergies in measures that are primarily political, while
detracting from economic endeavors, for where this
has been the case, minorities have prospered little.•

The science of the black market is known
as "counter-economics." As c.onference
organizer J. Neil Schulman defines it, counter
economics is the discipline that studies "how
goods and services can be freely traded in
spite of governmental prohibitions, pro
tectionism, and economic distortions."

COUNTERCON II is your introduction to
this increasingly important subject. Should
the normal market system collapse, the net·
work of "underground" counter-economic
enterprises could well be the only organized
economy.

Are you prepared for such a possibility?
Only those who know what to expect will
survive. Only those who know when to act
will profit.

Beyond the Black Market

question-and·answer session with the audio
ence, included on the tape. LeFevre views
counter-economic activities as a means of
achieving independence from the parasitism
of government, and as one part of the larger
libertarian movement.
• SAMUEL EDWARD KONKIN III. New
Libertarian Notes founder-editor Konkin pre
sents a basic introduction to the counter·
economy. He discusses its principles and
shows how to apply them in possible future
crises: hyper-inflation, depression, and war.
He outlines the opportunities the enter
preneur will face and explains why his out
look is fundamentally optimistic. This op·
timism is reflected in the title of Konkin's
Talk: Apres Le Deluge-Vous!
• DENNIS TURNER. A partner in a New
York commodities firm discusses The Coming
Mideast War and Business. According to
Turner, another Mideast war will generate
controls and shortages that can greatly
profit those who know how to speculate in
certain scarce commodities. He provides de
tailed suggestions and recommendations
on these often-overlooked investment oppor
tunities, and makes some surprising state
ments about the advisability of speculating
in gold, silver and foreign currencies.
• KENNETH W. KALCHEIM. Tax rebellion
is the subject of Kalcheim's talk, entitled
Enemy of the State.· Kalcheim, executive
director of the National Tax Strike Coalition,
details the methods currently being used by
tax rebels to avoid income and other taxes.
He discusses the probable effects of tax re
sistance, and cites relevant legal decisions.

Counter·economists believe that present
government policies could very likely bring
about a hyper-inflationary crisis: collapse of
money, food riots, revolution. Even short of
total economic disaster, declining production
could well mean an end to many of the essen·
tial goods and services we now take for
granted.

Under such conditions, physical survival
will be the only concern of most people. But
a few far-sighted individuals will not only
survive, they will prosper. Because they'll
know about the many opportunities such a
crisis offers-and they'll be prepared to act
upon them.

This was the purpose of COUNTERCON II:
to discuss alternative enterprises and ex
change systems, as they exist today and as
they will exist tomorrow.

Disaster-Or Opportunity?

The Speakers

Everyone knows about "the economy." But
relatively few are familiar with the counter
economy.

Commonly called the "black market," the
counter-economy is the exchange system
that arises when government intervention
creates distortions and shortages in the
free market.

If the economy should collapse com
pletely-as some experts believe it will
the counter·economy may provide the only
possibility of survival. Plus unlimited oppor
tunities for profit.

Until very recently, little was known about
the counter-economy. Then, in 1975,
COUNTERCON II was organized to meet this
need. COUNTERCON II was an economic
survival conference that brought together
the leading experts on the counter-economy.

Now, the highlights of COUNTERCON II
are available on cassette tapes. If you were
fortunate enough to have attended, here's
a permanent recording to play and re-play.
If you couldn't be there, this is your chance
to hear the events you missed.

• ROBERT LeFEVRE. The noted libertarian
author gives an impassioned and eloquent
speech, Coming Alive, on the ideal of liberty
and the evils of government. He returns to
deliver a second address on Law, Legislation
and Rights. This is followed by an extensive

(Jews, Irish, and Italians) and the twentieth century
(Japanese-Americans, West Indians, Puerto Ricans,
and Mexican-Americans). This study in combination
with what we have already learne,d about American
blacks yields many interesting conclusions: that
each minority in its time experienced similar depri
vations (slum and ghetto living, high crime rates,
high death rates, and animosity from the majority);
that economic progress varied among minority groups
depending on their preparation for the urban experi
ence into which they were thrust; that self-reliance,
work skills, education, and business experience are
the factors most .commonly found conducive to
economic progress; and that success in the political
arena does not necessarily make for economic ad
vancement.

But these are just a few of the important facts
brought to light. The individual minority histories
themselves are fascinating and offer opportunities

UnDERGROUnD
[BEEODPmvm
.; . ".<1. ' .• 1:,

"The (logic of racial
hannony' .is to be found

in the marketplace . . . ., ,

Theory of Racial Harmony
By Alvin Rabushka

Race and Economics.
By Thomas SQwell

Reviewed by Susan Love Brown / A Theory of
Racial Harmony / University of South Carolina Press,
1974 /$5.95 / Race and Economics / McKay, 1975 /
$3.95 pb, $9.95 hc

--v--
To solve a. problem, one must analyze it and under

stand it. Too often, the problems of racial minori
ties have not been given this due consideration. Dis
passionate judgment has too often been supplanted
by emotional conjecture. Let us look at two books
that have managed not to fall into this trap.

In A Theory of Racial Harmony, Alvin Rabushka
presents a cogent argument for his thesis: "Under
conditions of voluntary exchange in free markets,
racial tensions and conflicts are kept to a minimum."

In order to lend credence to his point, Rabushka, a
political scientist at the University of Rochester and

. a specialist in multi-ethnic soci~ties, explains the
functioning of the market. He begins with such basic
concepts as preference, scarcity, competition, cost,
substitutability, and self-interest. There is also an
extended discussion of the theory of public goods
and the way in which it is used to justify further
encroachment of governments upon the private
sector.

,"logic ofracialhannony" is to be foundinth.e
!etplace: "Ghazali lives in the Malayan country

sid~ in a riverside village .... Wong, on the other
hand, lives in a bustling, noisy, and overcrowded
city .... In the marketplace all of the Wongs and
Ghazalis, and the Ramasamys in Malaya's multiracial
society can compare their personal valuations. with
each other for the goods and services offered for
sale."

Multi-racial societies of relatively little conflict have
existed, examples being colonies of Great Britain in
which the government was impartial and which were
all "large, free port societies with low rates of per
sonal taxation."

The "logic of racial conflict" is usually exhibited in
these same colonies after independence from Britain
and. the subsequent abandonment of free market
degision-making and the adoption of political deci
sion~making. In short, governments take resources
from the public, lack the knowledge to be able to
allocate these resources efficiently, fail to provide
public goods efficiently with administrative andpolic-

, ing costs exceeding the benefits of their intervention,
and consume private economic resources. Those bene
fited are members of the racial group currently in
power. The losers in every case are the members of
racial minorities who finance not only these govern
ment activities but also their own oppression by
government.

Race and Economics by UCLA Professor Thomas
Sowell is an exciting work largely because it achieves
what its author set out to do: deal with minority prog
ress in cause-and-effect tenns. "More important than
any particular theory of ethnic minority progress is
the testing of all theories against fact," says Sowell.
"Obvious as this may seem, it has been widely disre
garded in practice."

Sowell explores American slavery, giving a brief
history of the phenomerlOn and a comparison with
slavery in other times and other places. We learn
about the economic progress of free blacks before
and after the Civil War and also what emancipation
held in store for former slaves.

The second part of Race and Economics is devoted
to immigrant minorities of the nineteenth century

14 Libertarian Review



"Here we· have a bold, courageous, and
long overdue attack on a common psychi"
atdc . practice-electroconvulfve shock
treatment (ECT). Neurologist Friedberg
has a: captivating writing style. He con
ducted 15 interviews with persons who
had experienced ECT, and discusses seven
of these in detail in the book. Actual
dialogue enchances .the presentations and
offers insight into the feelings and view-,
points of persons who have undergone
this type of treatment. The appendixes
contain capsule descriptions for the lay
reader of the variety of shock procedures
as weU as a detailed compilation of
statements about ECT by authorities in
the field...."-Beatrice J. Kalisch in
Library Journal/Psychology -Medicine /
Glide, 1976/ $6.95

State / Harper & Row, 1975 I $2,.50pb,
$15hc ---....,,--

Shock Treatment Is Not Good
for Your Brain '

By John Friedberg

OAKLEV R. BRAMBLE- BUD REED
1604 MICHIGAN NATIONAL TOWER

LANSING, MICHIGAN 48933
1-800-248-5952

MichJganresidents please call 1-517-484-3198

By Alexandr I. Solthenitsyn

The GlllagArchipelago, 1918-1956,
Parts III & IV -

"Continuing his horror story of the
Russian penal system under Stalin, Sol
zhenitsyn shows what happens to the
political prisoner after he has survived his
interrogation and is sent to serve the
standard 10 years in a forced-labor
camp.... We see the unrealistic deadlines
the slaves were forced to meet, the star
vation rations, the relent1ess~ cruelty. All
that free labor should have meant an eco
nomic bonanza for the U.S.S.R., but such
a huge force of guards and adminstrators
was needed and there was so much cor
ruption in the system that most--n(the
projects were financial disasters. We 'see
how the women and children fared in the
camps and how vicious criminals with
light sentences were used to terrorize
the politicals.... This is numbingly
painful reading, but it is ia book that had
to be written."-Publishers Weekly / The

Current price levels for gold coins offer an excellent
opportunityto put away gold at a two and a half year low.

YOlJshould only purchase gold if you believe that fu
t~r~e\'~~t~~.iIIsl?ell.coutaheavydose.~of.•renew~d infla~
tiol1~~·;t·!ge neral< risei n. commodities<>wou Id :be·.·. buIIish ..• for
gold.

The likelihood of a Democratic administration dispels
much hope for balanced budgets. If a new Democratic
administration relies on liberal economists as they have in
the past then the future of all precious metals should be
bright.

Now may be a prudent time to 'make new gold coin
commitments or to average down your overall purchase
price. We particularly like sharp, brilliant} uncirculated
U.S. $20 gold St. Gaudens" Austrian 100 Coronas and
Krugerrands.

We'd like the ..opportunity to help~you make this investment. Please
call us for current prices on: Krugerrands ... Austrian and Hunga
rian 100 Coronas ... Mexican 50-Pesos; British Sovereigns; Colom-

_bian 5-Pesos. "Junk" Silver coins .... U.S. dimes, quarters, half
dollars and silver dollars before 1'965 (with 90% silver content), in
quantities of $1000, $500 and $250 face val,ue. Also inquire about Sur-
vival Foods, solar furnaces and heat-cooking stoves. ,

We guarantee every coin we sell. Please phone us at our new Toll
Free number.

CONSIDERTHIS:
Paper Shrinks ...GOld Shines

~)

,r .,- the questions posed by these pieces are
another remin.!fer of how successfully
news may be withheld or only partially
reported, In one article an optics expert
comments on his lO-year study of the
Zapruder film, in another a former con
gressman reviews' the ballistics report
on the RFK assassination. Other pieces
discuss the murder of Martin Luther
King, the shooting of George Wallace.
Not an the conspiracy evidence presented
is equally convincing but informed read
ers will reach. their own conclusions."
-Publishers Weekly / Politics & Conspir
acy / Signet, 1976 / $1.50 pb

•••••••••.••..•....•.•. ' ..••.•••.•••-<- . II
~~~~~~~B3~ocrn~o~~-im~YJ~.~~IN~··R~'E~VIEV\tl

The Peter Plan:
A Proposal for Survival-

ByLaurence J. Peter

"Perhaps the, most generous. thing to
be said about The Peter Plan is that its
intentions are good. Peter's peppery wit
and impish spirit are nearly self-defeating.
He has a number of original, intelli
gent, and serious things to say about sur
viving in the future, but his message is
obscured by his too numerous and dis
tracting quotations, his playful and silly
names, his tendency to ramble all over
the place in his reasoning, and his, peculiar
blend of cynicism and idealism-all of
which failed him, by the way, in The
Peter Prescription. . . . ,. - A.J. Anderson
in Library Journal/Social Science / Mor
row,1976/ $6.95

Govemment by Gunplay
Edited by H. Hazijian, S. Blumenthal

and the Assassination Infonnation Bureau

"A citizens' group dedicated to re
searching alleged political conspiracies,
the' Assassination Information Bureau
here presents position papers that inmost /
cases are so well documented, so con·
nected and in context that you sit up and
take note. From the killing of JFK to
the role of the media during Watergate,

You Can Profit From the Coming
Mideast War

By John Dublin

"Dublin's book presents a number. of
speculations which were profitable be
cause of the last Middle East War. He dis
cusses opportunities in the plywood,
lumber, vegetable oils, crude petroleum,
foreign currencies, propane, petrochemi-
cals and cotton markets. He has some
interesting thoughts in the context of
profiting from aQ.Qthel'hot'''Y~rjry./me ~ ••• .
iMiddle East. Th~ ... 'hovv to' book is not
for the novice trader-speculator, but there
are some solid ideas here to be developed
by the experienced or well-advised trader.

"In spite of essentiallycorrect analyses
of some of his chosen markets, notably
plywood, lumber and petroleum, there
are numerous factual errors· in the com
modity presentation. Unfortunately,
many examples are underdeveloped, and
the evaluation of the Mexican peso mar
ket is questionable. There are some statis
tiCal errors in the margin amoun ts and
contract sizes, which further detract
from his exposition.

"On balance, Dublin's book is not only
recommended reading, but it is a must. It
coincides complet~ly with' my feeling
that in the coming years, it is not the
long-term investor, but rather the specula
tor who will profit from the wide swings
of the markets and the changing eco
nomic conditions in the world. 'I would
higWy recommend this book, but with
the proviso that you do additional
research on your own through reliable
sources before you act on its speculative
recommendations."-Walter Perschke in
Inflation Survival Letter / Investment /
Dublin Publishing, 1976 / $10

/
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" , I regret that both authors
/ I

ovenVhelmingly stress the

social utility or 'political
j .,

usefulness ,Qf')eriminal

punishment'" rather than
acloptitig the 'natural law' or

- --constitutionalist' view . .,.,

I regret that, both authors overwhelmingly stress
the social utility or political usefulness ~f criminal
punishment rather than adopting the na'turallaw or
constitutionalist view that justice requires restitution

I by the criminal to his victim of what has been dam-, -,

a.ped or sto.len, a~d when·' tha.t is imPOSsl·.ble by the] #)......•.......••....•......•...,..'...._.'.
nature of the cnme (murder and rape are obvious . \
e~amples), ~n an equal forfeiting of the criminal's

,nghts or values, as retribution for the deed, IS lOgi-
cally reqU1~. The authors pay htue·. or no attentIon

(
to a perspective of inherent tr~nsactional justice be
tween the criminal and his victim as an alternative to
t~day's senseless jargon of "one's debt to' society,~'
and van den Haag is rather hostile to retributioillis
uncivilized vengeance. These inconsistent positions
seem to derive from· what is obviously taken for
granted. by the authors: the positivist view that laws
are nothhlg more than edicts bY those m government
proscribing certain socially destructive actions as
criminal and imposing threatened penalties f()r same
in order to prod peopleinto behaving as they should.

Unfortunately, many laws, particularly in the area
of "victimless crime," fit this description. But Wilson
and van den Haag are left with little hope for the
realization of justice ~:)ll earth because they have no
clear definition of it derived from the' individual
rights characte?tic. of human nature. ~~

My final obJection to both books-which I still
strongly urge you read-is that neither author person
ally indicts those in and out of government whoJIave
been promoting policies that have strongly, if indi-

. rectly, encouraged our epidemic. crime rate, policies
based on the' notions both authors prove groundless.

rT~.iS .ce.rt.ainlY is·a releyant conce.rn, for th.at rising
. cnme rate is now being, and has been, used as the

excuse by those in government for the "solution"
of more P?lice-state controls all around us.. .

Six Libertarian
. speakers on
one casse·tte

tape!

existence of more police, courts, and prisons does not
deter potential. criminals, contrary to what some
~'conserVatives" suggest. It is the active enforcement of
punishment, however, that does.

Wilson's other major attack is on the "libe;al"
thesis that POV~-fty and other soc' and economic
"forces" cause crimes. Thus, 'society". is responsi~

, ble for the criminal's actions because "it" deprived'
him of what he needed. And rather than further
cruelty inthe form of punishment, the criminal really
needs the positive provision of various services to
rehabilitate him into a good citizen. Aside from dis
missing the rank behavioral determinism in this 'no
tion, Wilson shows that all of it is undermined bythe
record.>

All nations,regardless of economic and political
systems, suffer from rising crime rates. In the United
States, crime rates have soared during times of in
creas~d economic prosperity and increased federal
welfare programs that supposedly eradicate the eco
nomic conditions that "cause" crime. Wilson is quick
to point out the reality that today's prisons do not
rehabilitate their inmates. But that does not mean!
prisons serve no useful function; t.hey do isolate con
victed-criminals from more potential victirps. Wilson,
'most; remarkably, proves that some sociologists,
zealously devoted to perpetuating these myths, have
actually falsified data to buttress their attack on .the
deterrence and advocacy of rehabilitation in the
absence of. any hard evidence.

Whereas Wilson's selection of. subject matter is
within"admittedly, .a rather lhnited range, Professor
Van den fIaag not only eonfirms·ijis major conclusions
with additional data,but also surveys. many ~f the '
broader philosophical issues assoCiated with criminal
justice. .

Vanden Haag goes beyond proving that the imposi
tion of punishment that fits the crime does deter
future criminal actions. He discusses a number of
important related problems.

Although serious or severe punishment does deter, it .
is useless unless it becomes popular with the majority
of citizens who serve on juries and determine the
fate of the accused. Most of those citizens have not
been victims of serious crime, because usually it is
repeatedly inflicted -on prior victims, a minority of
the general population.

>:,<'~ :,-',_: ':',,>" .. ' f !

'c:~~\It,~saJways bncouraging....
1;;,,<'/0 ......' ,.' ""

·,to· teacl rational tonclusions

from the acaclemic worlcl,

even though so long
in/ coming. , ,

l'unishin Criminals \
~yErnest vande~

. An' unusual vallIe: Six speakers on one handy and inexpensive and Royce reviews these encouraging developments.
,. cassette recording! ,J Ala.n Bock, founder. and director of The Libertarian Advocate, ex-

.The occasion: Afund-raising dinner for The Libertarian Advocate, plainS the purpose of the organization.
Cineworganization dedicated to achieving libertarian goals through ~o lib~rtarian can afford to mjss out on this remarkable bargain,
active lobbying. The topic: "What is the 'State' of OurUnion!" Satisfaction guaranteed. Order today.
Murray Rothbard presents a libertarian reply to President Ford's Tape #420 (107 min.) $12.50

; State of the Union Address. Dr. Rothbard reveals the truth about ~------....-----------
i~flation and the federal budget, and discusses energy, Angola; . Send me "What is the'Stat~' of our Union''',The libertarian Advocate Dinner, tape
and the S-1 bill. .. ,#420. I understand that If. I ~ not completely satisfied, I may return the recording

WIthin three weeks and receIve a full refund, Send me a 350 selection catalog free I
~arl H~ss delivers a blistering attack on Rockefeller, Kissinger, WIth my order AF201
Reagan: and assorted government agencies. Name t
Dr. Peter Breggin, a leading opponent of coercive psychotherapy, Address I
~i5cusses the dangers of allowing the psychiatric profession to I
fall under government control. City State Zip .
,Chuck Morgan made national headlines when he resigned as head D' Enclosed i~ my check or money order for $12,50, 0 Charge my credit card. t
of the Washington, D.C., branch of the American Civil Liberties 0 BankAmerlcard, D Master Charge : 0 American Express I
Union. Here he outlines some frightening trends for those..concerned ~~:a~~r:ber Date Exp, ~
w!thpersonal freedom, including government secrecy and the 0 AUDIO-FORUM CATALOG Rush me a copy of your complete catalog which ,...

.
p... owerof the intelligenceagencies<,' lists more than 350 cassettes In politICS, phIlosophy, investing, economl~s, self- ~Improvement, romantIc love, and other tOpiCS I enclose 25¢ (COin or stamps ac- III
E.S(:ott Royce contends that America's 'foreign policy is bankrupt, cepted) for the catalog and acertIfIcate good for a$1 discount on my first order I
and. the cost is crushing its citizens, Nevertheless, some· recent . aUPIli.la ~~ft. 1m" 901 N W h' S I
;events ip the area of foreign relations indicate cause for optimism, iii W .•p WRW . Alexa~dri:~ ~:~;;31~·..1....----......----........._.;.;;..;;;.~~~~ ......--------------------

Wilsoniscareful to point out· that' puiiIshment, as
~. ?~t~rrent, can only influence future crime rates if
Itlsemp~oyednow; it cannot erase our current epi
,derpic level of violent crime. He notes that the mere

SPhinking About Crime . .~ ICRIME & PUNISHMENT I

ByJtmesQ. Wilson . ~J~
1-1 ~ Van den Haag is more sure tran Wilson that capital

tfYV punishment is an effective deterrent. An obvious
corollary to this is the fact that persons serving life
sentences in states where there is no death penalty
have~thing to deter them from killing again. Al
thougli lmpn§onment tor the noncrime of drug addic
tion is probably unjust and certainly does not assist
the addict in any rehabilitative manner, van den Haag

I, shows that it does tend to discour~ge others from
destroying themselves with narcotics.

Attending much more than Wilson to related ques
tions in the philosophy of law, van den Haag st~esses

t~e..fact of. free will as. the basis of personal respon
slbihtybeforethe law, although he admits poor peo
ple have fewer alternatives and much less to lose.
_ Although/both authors have made very valuable
contributions b~ pJ.Qving the case for the consistent
enforcement of commensurate criminal punishment
as a deterrent to future crime, whether in the context
of to~humane"system ofimprisdnment or the
alternate ahd .older institution of retributive justice,
corporal pUnIshment, I have several reservations
about the works~ of both authors that will probably
also occur to other libertarian readers.

On the whole, Wilson and van den Haag show con
sistencyin dealing with the major issues they discuss;
~owever, t~er~ are some very annoying brief digres
SIOns that mdlcate· sloppy thinking, notably Wilson's
weak advo'cacy of "rather complete citizen disarma
ment," which would mean a monopoly of weapons
in the hands of the state.

'Reviewed by Bill. McIlhany / Thinking About
. Gri11Je /B~sic. Books, 1975·/ $10 / Punishing Crimin-

als {Basic Books, 1,975 / $10.95 '
" ---v--

J\lt is always encouraging to read rational conclusions
from the aca~~mic world, even though sol~ng in
coming.Partic\llarly interesting are conclusions from
representatives 'of the empiricis,t realm of the' social
sCiencescohcerning the causes of criminal actions and
the way criminals should be treated in a free society.
Professors Wilson of Harvard i;lnd van den Haag of
New York University have a great deal to say on these

J subjects that is true. I

In an enlargement on earlier published essays,
Wilson manages well to refutewitli much' data and
reasoni~g most of the Widespread myths held' by
"liberals" with regard to the causes of crime and the
issues of punishment and rehabilitatict\.~He reviews

the...\c..xte.nsive. his.tOrical.eviden.c".e that indicat.~ese.'
eXIstence of punishment of criminals tendst~
.so~e potential criminals' from violating the law. The
data i~ consistently clear on .this fact, he shows, with
the .poss{ble exception of capital punishment as a

cdeterrent for murder and other serious crimes. The
-proSlem 'her~ is that in numerous states that still
haVe' capital punishment on the books, no one has

. _h~e~:executedforyears., Thus~empirical data. CQrre-.

l~ti'J}~~9a,pitalpunishmentin a state with that state's
Vi9,let!!J,;.¢me f3:teis misleading.,

/-
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Asa "Ftiendof the Center,"yolfll

;':;\A;;~p,~t~llr~upii.Jl'tO;Jh~i
, Libertarian St Newsletter. .

• A, one-year sti'bscription to the Journal of
Libertarian Studies.

• All ofthe Center's Occasional Papers.

• Invitations to exclusive receptions and semi
narS "featuring_ prominent libertarian
speakers.

• Substantial discounts on publiclltions, con
ferences, courses and lectures.

• A handsome card identifying you' as a
"Friend of' the Center for Libertarian
Studie~."

• To top it all off, your contributi~is tax
deductible.

So, all things considered, you've got a num
ber of very selfish reasons to support the
Center for Libertarian Studies-not least of
which is the possibility of achieving Freedom
in Our Time.

Join us in the battle of ideas for liberty. Oil'
the coupon, and write a check, today.

wisdom as: "When floors ~re/wetandslippery
'manur.e; you eou1dllave a bad faIV~' OSHA als

.,- P9~ed that every fifrm be equipped with af1ea~t
toflet facility.for every, 40 eIIlP~oy'e~. or fra.
thereof, and, :that spch a ,faeility ..b~_l(j,Catedwi
a five minute walk of,each individual's place of wotk
in the 'field. The cost of this study' ran in the neigh
borhoodof $119,000. Write your "representatives"
in Congress and urge them to abolish OSHA no~,! .. '
.UN Genocide Treaty-Buried for over 20 years in
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,: this inter-
national agreement's ratification w.as blocked by a
filibuster in ,1974: It is" dangerously vague' and has
vast potential for overriding .constitutional liberties.
It is vital that the Senate again decline to approve it.
For more packground information, see my article
in Human Events, 12 June, 1976~
• GQld-Clause Contracts-Sen. 1esse Helms' (R-NC) has
introduced S. 3563, a bill calling for the removafof
all legal obstacles to gold-clause contracts. Congress
haslegalized private ownership of gold; passage:of
the Helms bill is another logical step on the road
back to a sound American currency.
.Write Your "Representatives" in Washington~To

contact senators or congressmen on the above or
other matters, simply address an ,envelope to "The
Honorable --" (whether he or she is or not),U.S.
Senate or U.S. House of Representatives, Washington,
DC (SenaterZIP 20'510, House ZIP 20515). For the
best effect, letters should 'be courteous, concise, and
confined to a single subject. • ,..;

Address ..::- _

City State' Zip _

Name ---------__:_----

o Enclosed is my contribution fot:
o 51000 0 5SOO 05250 0 $100 0 Other $, _

o I want to know more about the Center. Send me a copy of your official
prospectus. (~nclosed is 51 to cover postage and handling.)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~-------------.---------_._-----~

Sure, there\are lots of worthwhile activities in the libertarian movement. But the
Center for Libertarian Studies has priority in my book, because of its commitment
to the ideas that are the basis for social change. Sign me up as a "Friend ofthe
Center." I understand that my contribution entitles me to receive the full package
ofbenefits described above.·

Your contribution islu·cledaetlble if check is made payable to the Foundation for New
Educational Projects, Inc. Please note on your check: "For the Center for Libertarian Studies.:'

'!'We're grateful for any donation you can make. However, in order to qualify as
a "Friend of the Center" and receive the package of benefits listed above, your
contribution must be $100 or more.

What's init for you?
We think you should join and sllPport the

Center for Libert~rian Studies because it's one
of the best' ways for you to help create a truly
free society.

But we realize that it will take a while to
achieve that goal. So in the meantime;-we'd
like to offer you some more immediate and
tangible rewards in return for making Ii con
tribution to the Center.

We've created a special package of benefits
for'our supporters, whom we call "Friends of
the Center for Libertarian Studies."

And finally, looking •towlltd the future; "a
permanent 'pliyilcal ;' facUlty, which will be

-:located in the~ew York 'metropolitan' area.
, Of course, there's alat more to 'be said
about these activities. We'll be glad to send
you a copy of the Center's officiatprospectus,
which discusses each one in more detail. Just
check the appropriate box on the coupon
below.

.-~---------------------_.------~Become a Friend of the· :
Center for Libertarian StUdies.
200 West 58th Street, Suite 5D, New York, N.Y. 10019

The Center's program.
The program of the Center for Libertarian

Studies includes the following activities:
The Libertarian Scholan' ConfeftlDce, a

highly-successful series which began in 1972,
and which was the, precursor of CLS.

The Journal of Libertarian Studles, a new
publication which will serve as a forum for the
best in libertarian scholarship.

A Fellows Prognm, to provide young stu
dents of liberty with financial assistance,
enabling them to study with the Center's New
York City-area resident scholars.

The Center Newsletter, to keep our support
ers informed about the activities and accom
plishments of CLS.

Whyanother
libertarian,

-organization?
ascorecal1.

So why are wellnriouncingthe formation of
still another libertarian organization?

Fr;mkly, it's b~ause there's never been
anything.quite like"the Center for Libertarian·
Studies. A single-minded dedication to'ideas
sets us apart from every other movement
group. -

And ideas are the key to social change.
If you have, allY doubts that ideas and

scholarship can make a difference, take a look
at the impact of America's established politi
cal foundations. (As just one example: re
search done at the liberal Center for the Study
of Democratic Institutil;ms led direftly to the
Kennedy-Johnson "War on Poverty.")

If we're serious about achieving a liber
tarian society, we must create a Climate to
'encourage the basic theory and research that
will make it possible. In the long run, no task
is more important for the advance of liberty.

The creation of such a climate is precisely
the purpose of the Center for Libertarian
Studies.

The Center will assist deserving young
scholars, generate an interc-bange among the
various, disciplines concerned with human
liberty, consider alternative strategies of!.o,cial
change, and serve as a vital link between
Academia and the "realworld." It's our inten
tion that the Center ultimately become the
nation's major source ofJibertarian scholar
ship.

Though still in its infancy, the Center has
already attracted the support of some of the
world's best-known libertarians. The CLS
board of advisors includes such distinguished
names as Nobel Prize-winner Friedrich A.
Hayek, Robert Nozick, Mrs. F.A. Harper,
Mrs. Ludwig von Mises, Felix Morley, Henry
Hazlitt, Yale Brozen, ,and Arthur A. Ekirch.

toward passage, in the Senate,prQPo~ents,of" the
legislation, seem, 'to be attempting 'top~s it on a
piecemealbasis.S.3197~ iritroducedby Senators
Ted Kennedy*fD-Mass.} and Roman Hruska (R-Neb.),

. wouldpermitfe'deral wiretappiIi'gagainstanyone .
alleged to have contact with an individual involved'
in "Clandestine intelligence activity"~a phrase that is

.not clarified further. S04nd familiar? It should ;as
the New' Yqrk Times noted, thesame rationale was
used to, j4stify, FBI bUggirigo('Martin'"Luther King.
Civil liberties ,groups have urged that ,letters and'
telegrams in opposition be sentto Sen. BifChBayh
(D-Ind.), chairman Of the subcommittee that is
holding heaM&S onthe-m'easlire.

.Occupational Safety and Health--:--~'OSHA;" Rep.
'To.Q1 Harkin (D.;lowa) recently remarked, "after
terrorizing small businesses throughout the country,
has turned itsattention6n yet anotl\ersegment of
oureconomy ... farmers." Harkin wenton. to damn 
an OSHA pamphlet which co~tained such words of

.')'S~nset"Laws-lnApril,Coloradopecamethe Jirst"
state 'to/pass a "sunset" ,'law-legislation ", requiring
periodic ," reevalua,fion of' state agencies, and elimina
tion of those not specifically reauthorized by the.
legislature. A bIpartisan group of U.S. senators led
by Ed Muskie (D-Me.) and including such conser
vatives as William Roth (D-Del.) and Barry Gold
water (R-Ariz.) has proposed' doing the saine thing
onfhe national leyel. Their bill, S. 2927, calls for
reauthorization or terminati6n at least every four
years of all but a few specifically exempte<i pro
grams~like Social Security and Medicare. It looks
like a good idea, but Congress should take the advice
of Roy Ash, former director o.f the Office of Manage
ment and Budget, who told the Intergovernmental
Relations Subcommittee earlier this year, "Don't
wait for legislation," get to work on reevaluation
now.
• Psychosurgery-Dr. Peter Breggin and others have
effectively attacked' the practice of psychosurgery
in recent years, and Rep. Louis Stokes (D-Ohio)
has introduced legislation (H.R. 10699) to prohibit
it in federally connected health care facilities. Stokes
notes that psychosurgery is a highly experimental
procedure with no proven therapeutic value and an
"awesome potential as a tool for the social and politi
cal repression of minority groups, political dissenters
and the poor."

.Phone Company Competition-Congress is currently
embroiled in a "great debate" over the phone com
pany"monopoly" question. 1\t issue is whether to
overturn rulings by the FCC, which regulates)nter
state phone serVice, enabling nonindustry companies
to sell varieties of business phone equipment and
specialized business message services now provided
primarily by "Ma Bell" and its independent allies.
AT&T, recognizing that competitiorimay cut into
its profits, has encouraged Sen Vance Hartke (D-Ind.)
and Rep. Teno Roncalio (D-Wyo.) to introduce the
so-called Consumer Communications Reform Act
(S. 3192, H.R. 12323), which would effectively
-squelch the budding competition. This legislation is
currently stalled in committee, but its broad support,
particularly in the House, makes it a real threat.

• Wiretapping/Criminal Code Reform-While oppon
ents have succeeded in slowing the movement of the
highly controversial criminal code reform bill (S.l)
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• Marjjuana Decriminalizatiott--,Marijuana offenses
may be prosecuted underfedetal as well as state law,

! and the Controlled Substances Act of 1970 provides
for punishment of up to one year in jail'and a $5000
fine. Rep. Ed Koch (D-NY) and Sen~ Jacob Javfts
(R-NY) have introduced legislation (H.R~6108,
8.1450) that, w0'41dlimit federal penalties for pos
session to a maximum $1 OOc:ivilfine., While thisis
a step intherigllt direction, a betterbiU is H.R. 4520,
also introduced by Koch, which eliminates a11penal-:
ties for minor marijuana offenses. The House mea"'
~ures have been bottled up in the Subcommittee on
Health ana Environment. Letters ,to Subcommittee
Chairman Paul Rogers (D-Fla.) urging him to hold
he~rin~ on these bills would be most helpful.

.Codgressional Salaries-By a one-vote margin
(214-213) the House approved in July 1975 a bill
that (hiked inembers'/pay 5 percent immedjately

'afldproyided for automatic Gost-of-living increases,
at regular intervals in the future .. Rep. Charles
Grassley (R-IO\~a) and over 75 of "his colleagues
have sp,onsored legislation to repeal the' automatic
pay hike provision., No action is currently scheduled,
but a discharge petition~amechaniim whereby the
bill can 'be brought directly to the floor despite
committee obstructionism-has been filed. The
next pay raise is scheduled to go into effect in Octo- .
'ber, and as the deadline approaches, the issue should
heat up. Urge your congressman to sign Disch<!rge
Petition No.7 .

• Full Employment-:-The Full Employment ID'ld
Balanced Growth Act of 1976, introduced by Sen.
HUbert Humphrey (D-Minn.) and Rep. Augustus
Hawkins (D-C·alif.), calls for reduction oflhe national
unemployment rate t03 percent-with" the federal
governm.ent providing jobs for those who want to,
work but supposedly can~t find positions in, the
private sector. The measure, if passed, would be
wildly inflationary, and this fact seems to have 'sunk
in with the growingnum'ber of prominent liberkl
eco1'l.Omists~like Charles Schulze, Arthur Qkup,

"~teill
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politica~ and s~ciological realities are such that agIjm
future·is assured, and close at hand. He expects 1976
to be wrought with economic crises, 1977 to feature
massive civil tumult, and a new currency and popu
larly elec~ed dictatorship to be established by 1980.
His reasops for believing these things are convincing
and his time-table clearly compels a sense of urgency.

I listened to the tape for a solid five and a half hours
late one Sundl;iy night, and at its end, applauded his
command performance. I believe you will, too .•

tions"-a bromide su~ely refuted at least as early as
Bohm-Bawerk in the last century. In more recent
years, Mises and Rothbard have shown with startling
clarity the very humanizing influence of property
relations, especjallyas opposed to the truly dehuman
iZing influence of political relations.

Scott speaks contradictorily of "the liberating ef
fect on women of economic independence"-under a
government whose policies destroy all such indepen
dence. She realizes that "everyone in a socialist
country knows that consumer goods are held in com
tempt only by those \who already enjoy them." And
that, "in conflict with the realities of her life, socialist
woman attempts to exorcise the unresolved and at
present unresolvable conflict between her rights and'
the limited possibilities of exercising them."

Scott realizes these· things and yet can only come
up with more of the same old, tired, failed socialism
as a solution, as a vision for the -future.

Me thinks a paradigm shift is called for here. Espe
cially in regard to "class conflict"-an important con- .
cept in Scott's thinking,--the libertarian paradigm is so
much simpler and closer to reality than the sociali-st
model. There are basically only two classes: the rulers
and the ruled, or the, state and the people. The use of
this kind of class analysis, and the attendant revolu
tionary strategy it ~aJls for, will resultin a flowering
of liberation-and for mare than just women.

And fqr more than iust Eastern Europe.•

fllll--Y;'1
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A FREE-MARKET vmw t, I
Two scientists present some 1
surprising conclusions on

.' nuclear power and other 1
Tape #418 environmental issues.

,Dr. Petr Beckmann, one of the world's most I
respected authorities on energy, speaks out In 1
Defense of Nuclear Power. Dr. White-Stevens' I
of Rutgers University outlines The Case for an
Environmental Ethic. I

-I Both .of these timely discussions are available ~
I on one cassette tape-a bargain at this price. l"'-

I To order, just clip this ad and mail it with your ~

I
name and address, and your check for $9.95. I
Satisfaction guaranteed. AF203 I

i 8UDIa.f:alKJm@ i I

" 001 N. Washington St. • Alexandria, VA 22314 ~I
...... _-----------.-'

/

6y Hild~ Scott

An individualist approach to child-raising.
On this one-hour "easy-listening" cassette tape~

psychologist-author Peter. Breggin outlines a
revolutionary alternative to traditional views of
parent-child relations.

Neither regimentation nor "permissiveness,"
Dr. Breggin's approach is based upon arecogni
don that ~hildren are. independent beings with the
same needs and rights as adults.

After listening to this recording, you'll be better
prepared to bring up your own kids in an atmo
sphere of reason, love and mutual respect.

To order :pro Breggin's talk, Raising Children
as Equals. just clip this ad and mail it with your
name and address, and a check for $10.50. Satis
faction guaranteed. Complete catalog, 25¢, or

,I free with order. Tape # 390 'AF202::g

I·BUDIa·,aRUm" ~
L.22!!.:~s=~~,~e=~a~~~.J

however, though there is much discussion of political
economy, there is no consideration of radicals such as
Selucky, Vanek, or Garmarnikow, who take an

_antistatist,market view of socialist' society. It would
have been useful to view a study such as Micanic's
"Economics .of Socialism in a Developed Country" as
an alternative model from which to consider the place
of women. Of course, it would have been even more 
useful to look at some truly contrasting theory
say Hayek or Rothbard-to examine the efforts made
thus far. .

The valu~ of Scott's concluding chapter is a reverse
value; we learn and gain most from her numerous mis
takes in analysis, rather than from the occasional
(but obvious) tru~hs.

For example, she writes that although "socialism
has not yet succeeded in making women free and
equal... in spite of shock and ridicule and with many
sacrifices, thispai'nful and laborious effort to putinto
practice a revolutionary concept of the position of
women has kept alive for more than one hundred
years ideas which are common . currency among
women's liberationists."

The shock and' ridicule-and certainly the sacrifice
are real enough, but the "revolutionary concept"
turns out to be politically far from revolutionary, and
philosophically not much of a concept.

The ideas she refers to include such socialist cliches
as the "dehumanizing influence of property rela-

(read: factrthat great masses of people are nb ionger
producing new wealth, but are instead consuming
wealth produced over the decades by their fore
fathers. This analysis is buttressed by the best explan
ation of the Great Depression I've heard .In fact, this
section' is so good I'd like to see a law passed that all
political and labor leaders must listen to it until a
Clockwork Orange·like reaction is produced in them.

Dr. Sennholz feels, however, that it is already too
late to turn the tide, by whatever means; he feels the

J

a6so1~tely s~perb."



-The increasing participation o~< workers in managerial
decisions is an idea that has swept Europe ang is rapidly
becoming a force 'to be. reckonedwithitithe United
States. 'David Henderson', assjstant professorofeconom-:
icsatthe· University of Rochester's Graduate School of
Management (Wilson Blvd., Rochester, NY,14627) was
interviewed on thequestion in the Rochester Democrat
& Chro~icle (11 Jply 1976). Henderson articulated\vhat
seems to be the reasonable, libertarian viewpoint. First,
'that there is nothing whatever wrong with workers
and ownersgetti9g together on a voluntary basis in
'order todetermifle business policy. Second, however,
Henderson concludes that such--arrangements~iUbe

unlikely to last long unless enforced ,by the long 'arm of
the State. This argument is, of COUI'Se, based on the
f~ri1ilia!r thesis of Professors R.H. Coase, Harold
Demsetz, and Armen Alchian, but it is great to see a
bright young libertarian star like Henderson pursuing the
logic vigorously against the onslaught of the new gov
ernment-enforced worker's control movement.

-Speaking of Rochester:, Dr. John T. Sanders has re
ceived an appointment beginning this fall to the Depart
ment of Humanities at Rochester Institute of Tech
nology (One Lomb Memorial Drive, Rochester,.NY
14623) as an assistant professor of philosophy. He will
also be the chairman of the Division of Philosophy.
Sanders recently finished his doctorate in philosophy at
Boston University under the guidance of Dr. Paul
Segal, His dissertation was entitled The Ethical Argu
ment Against Government.

-After one wades through the "head" and
l

rock articles
(all of which are technically well done), one finds that
Rolling Stone is consistently one of the best investiga-

tive~,~and muckraking periodicals around~ Two cases in
point: First, in .. the 20~ay 'issue see "Strange' Bed
fellows: The· Hughes-Nixon-Lansky .Connection: The
SecretAUiances of. the CIA fromWWn to Watergate"
by Howard Kohn. This is the first time I have seen all
of the pieces .fitted,to~ether in'<such a compellingly
reasonable fashion. One new 'point was particularly
intriguing,ie., 'the alleged relationshipbetweeri Allen
Dulles (CIA), the Syndicate, and the presidential cam
paign of Thomas Dewey. I would like to see further!
documentation on this .. astounding' disclosure. Second,
on anQther topic that~hould be of interest to libertar
ians, see "Pat Moynihan: Ruling-Class Hero" by Tim.,
othy Crouse..' I particularly liked the editor'scboice of

ja quote ofMoynihan's to exerpt: " ... most pol\ticians
have a' right to feel morally 5uperior to .their constitu
encies." This is'. really investigative journalism at its
very best. .

.Jos~ph L. CastrovinCi, doctoral,student in tpe ffistory/
Department of the University 'ofChicago is clearly one
of the best of a ,growing number of younglibertarian his.,
torians. For a recent scholarly contribution, see'his
"Prelude to Welfare Gapitalism: The Role of Business
in theEnactm~nt of Workmen's Compensation Legis-'
latioh inlllinois,1905-12" in' The Social Science Re
view, March 1976. Castrovinci shows that businessmen,
far from being opposed to the adoption of workman's
compensation legislation, were actually in the forefront
of the movement- Why? The answer is, unsurprisingly,
money. The costs of individual claims for injury, which
,wereheing handled in the normal tort process were
rising. Workman's· cOU1pensationlegislation was a way to
"socialize" the costs, i.e., place the burden'on the public
at large, and, ju~t as important, to "rationalize" the
payment process by substituting an adininstrative agency'

Grinder

Ifor the far more lib'ertarian common law toti proce-
dures.

-Karl Hess was interviewed in Playboy, July 1976. The
interview'is, an interesting integration pfHess' ... unusual
biography and his shifting ideological grow1)1-ftom right
to left. Hess has more to offer libertarians than do many,
i'but his new-found anarchQ-egalitarianism leads him into
a ' utopian' corner from which meaningful strategy for
social transformation seems all but impossible.Neverthe
less, the interview makes for both good and useful read-
in~ ,

-The October issue of Penthouse w'ill carry an in-depth
interview wi,th Murray N. Rothbard (andab'out time,
too). Rothbard was interviewed by James Dale Davi~..
son. Buy it, read it, and then spread it around!

-The hottest book in libertarian circles since Robert
,Nozick's Anarchy, State, and Utopia is undoubtedly

Walter 'Block's controversial Defending the. Undefen
dable (Fleet Press, 160 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY
10010, $9.95). This is abookabout which it seems hard
to be ambivalent Most people I have talked to ab~ut it
either love it or hate it. Nevertheless I am extremely
ambivalent about the book. I am in full agreement with
the twofold thesis of the book: (1) that all voluntary
social relationships, both economic and noneconomic,
must be tolerated by the 'law in a free society, and
(2) that insofar as nonaggressive professions are held
illegal, those who practice them in spite of the law have

_about them an aura of the heroic. If their professions
were .legal, as .indeed they should. be, there would be
absofutely nothing heroic about them.

This beings me to my feeling ofambivalence. The book
is, for the most part, ideologically'sound, but I am con-

(Continued on page 20)
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Troglo-Libertarianism
ApparentlyPetr Beckmann can ration

<!lize the contradiction'of being a liber
tarian 'and advocating nuclear power.
[See LR, May-June '76, p. 12.-Ed.]
But what an odd libertarian he must be,
for nucLear power is not possible without
that arch oppressor, the State. Even if
Mr. Beckmann was of that peculiar race:
a libertarian whosupports limited govern-:
ment, the contradiction remains because
nuclear power requires the State in its
grandest, most opulent and oppressive
form. Here's why:.

Nuclear power is the fruit of one of the
latest and most complicated technolo
gies. However, technology itself is neces
sarily destructive of liberty. It is the
means by which fictional persons (like
the State and its clients, the corpora
tions, institutions, bureaus, oollectives,
etc.) exploit the environment. The more
elaborate and complex the technology,
the greater and more insidious is the
threat toliberty.

When the person exploits the environ
ment, he is using technique, not tech
nology. You say the two are the same!
But, they are not. They are antagonistic.

Technology requires the concentration
of resources to carry out its mammoth·
research, development and construction.
It requires control of the market to guar
antee/a return on the vast capital outlay.
It, requires a uniform, dependent con
sumer who is susceptible to the phantas
magoria of advertising. It develops a
complicated and mystified process that is
out of scale and out of the control of
the person.

Technique requires none of these things.

Letters from readers are welcome. Although
only a selection can be publiShed and none can
be individually larknowledged, each will receive
editorial cOflsiderationandmay be passed on to
reviewers and authors. Letters submitted for
publication .should be brief, typed, double
spaced, and sent to LR, 901 N. Washington St.,
Alexandria, VA 22314.
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Technology requires privilege to carry
"out its grand designs, and as we libertar
ians all know, the State, with its Illono
poly on terror, is the broker of privilege.
Petr Beckman -argues for the greater
oppression of the State when he argues
for nuclear power. He would put off that
day when the person identifies h;.sown
problems and designs his own solutions.,
to them. The person in a libertarian soci
etY' mayor 1l!ay not identify energy as a .
problem, but if he does, nuclear power
will notbe the solution.

WALTER R. CARROLL
Fort Montgomery, N.Y.

Technology is tools, the means whereby
we survive-and' prosper. A stone axe is
technology, so is a nuclear-electric power
plant.

There is no necessary connection be
tween the State and technology. Tools
can be used or misused, developed by
free men to satisfy their needs and de
sires or forced in to existence by the State
to serve the in terests of its clients.

While it is true that the American
nuclear power industry as it exists today
is largely the product of political-State
decisions and actions, there is absolutely
no reason why such high technology

I would not/could not qe developed in a
libertarian societ;y. In fact, there is every
reason to believe that had nuclear power
research and development gone forward
unshackled by statist edicts, we would
now be far ahead of where we are, per
haps even phasing in fusion power",;:,vir.,
tually unlimited energy with next to no.
negative impact on the environment.

One doesn't have to live (die) naked
in a cave to be a libertarian. - KTP

Hoaxter?
At the risk oLbeing identified a hoaxter

(having supported the Nuclear Safeguard
Initiative in California), I take exception
to Petr Beckmann's roundhouse. c{;istiga-

tionsof those who have grave doubts
about the spread of commercial fission
power. I do not propose to defend
Ehrlich or any other of Beckmann's
betenoirs. However, it is unfair to repre
sent all nuclear "debaters" as ignorant
technophobes insensitive to economic
and social pressures.

Beckmann seems to view fission power
as the modern industrial genie, the brain
child of American free en,terprise. In real
ity, fission power has been a government
funded,- -promoted, and -regulated tech
nological nostrum. We are given the claim
that fission power saved the consumer
$740 million in utility expensesJast year.
·Considering the budget for ERDA (nee
AEC) over the same period was $1.4
billion, it is questionable whether one
can say the nuclear program has resulted
in a net savings to anyone. Furthermore,
when Beckmann et at. sing the praises of
"safe" nuclear power, the utilities still
hide under the umbrella of the Price
Anderson Act-which sets a ceiling on
the legal liability for a nuqear accident.
No private insurance company would
'cover fission powerplants at the low
premiums provided by the Price-Ander
son exemption.

The promiscuous and premature ad
vancement of fission power seems evident
through the -incidents at the Fermi and
Browns Ferry stations-where manage
ment, oversights, construction errors, and
design shortcomings all played their part
to initiate core' melt-down sequences.
RecentlY, an inspector of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission resigned on con
scientious grounds because he was dissat
isfied with NRC's concern for operational
safety.

And waste disposal? This very minute,
many hundreds of thousands of gallons
of boiling radioactives are stored in
kaky underground tanks at Hanford,
Washington. (A major leak has already
happened there.)' The only waste solidi
fication plant' now operational .is in

J;

Idaho,' processiI\g.e~sentijllly Pilotqu.anti-
ties of wastes. When the federal govern
ment .}1asn't yet disposed of its 30-year
backlog of military wastes (there is' no
private waste processing),.it is somewhat
optimistic of Beckmann to assert we
have a functioning .waste-disposal system.
Moreover" a crucial point is being disre
garded: continued fission power is a/hoax
unless it relies on breeder-reactor tech-

. nology-a technology that is entirely
untested for commercial purposes. (Pres
ently used U-235 is in short supply and
will become prohibitively expensive with-
in decades.)~ ~

Beckmann is asking libertarians to swal
Iowa rather large appleby suggesting we
rely on the wisdom and vigila~ce of gov
ernment agencies whose self-interest is
furthered by proliferation of fission
power. I would ask why Beckmann is
so zealous about meeting the projected
"need" for commercial fission power. I
do not believe such growth can continue
unbounded without disastrous conse
quences; Beckmann ev~dently holds
otherwise.

Once upon a time, Rand blessed the
soot billowing from industrial smoke
stacks. I should hope Beckmann is above
such short-sighted glorification of indus
trial might.

MIKE DUNN
Santa Barbara, Calif.

Christian Charity v. Altruism.
With the indulgence of the editor of

Libertarian Review, !I should like to in
quire of Mr. Riggenbach where in the
works of C.S. Lewis one finds a defense
shrill, mellifluous, or otherwise-of altru
ism? [See Riggenliach's "Introduction to
Imaginative Literature," LR, Jul.-Aug.
'76.-Ed.l From his attacks on it in
The Scrcwtapc Letters, The Great Di-

(Continued on page 20)
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Cross-Currents- (Continued from page 19)

Regarding your essay .review [i~ .. tire
Mar.-Apr.LR], r thOU'ght.l.fT. Crane's
defense of the LibertarianJ~arty feft
much to be desired. .

The problem with the'l.P isthatltoger .
MacBride and.' the ,LP·hierarchy. ate
basically Republicans of the Goldwaterl
Reagan stn,pe··,who,turned· to·"tlUl. LP
only after failing to make. waves in the
Republican PartY. To become big fr9gs
in the little pond tif the. LP, tnougll., reo. ;
qUitedovercoming two 6bstacles. "First,
they had to appear. to besigtlificantly
more libertarian than someone like"
Reagan in order to. get' the support of the
hardcore libe~ta~an, rank and.fde..S€1c
ond, they had to have SOlJ1~ sort Qt twist
or gimmick to make them stand out to 
the media as more than.·cut-rate Reagans
or poor-man's Goldwaters; _

The obstacles were dealt with by adding
a soupcon-just a pinch-of libertarianism I

to their conservative Republicanisrn.-:.';fhis "
took two directions: in foreign .affairs, '
a policy of :Q.oninterverItion (vvhich was
MacBride's inclination anyway); and/in
domestic affairs, a tolerant' attitude to
wards drugs, homosex,uality and othe-r
"victimless crimes" (which came harder
to them, but they bit the bullet with as
much grace as couid be expected uJ;lder
the circumstances).

This tokenism shou1<ln't - be confused
with a serious commitment tononcoer
cion. For example, MacBride proposes
to introduce legis~ationtoiut Federal
taxes in half. If he were serious about
rolling back taxes,he wouldannoupce
that in his administration there would b~'
no prosecutions for _.victimless ,crimes
(including .tax evasion) and that those
currently imprisoned for such "cnmes"
would. be pardoned. Sing,e~his' would

LibertarianR~view

elf the powets that be are iriterested instoppingint'la
tion theY' should read Choice. in ·CurrencY'i- A Way. to
Stop Inflation., by F.A.. Hayek (InstituteofE~onomic

Affairs, 2 Lord North Stteet,Westmi~s~e~, c'ondon
SWIP 3LB, 'tl). "The only hope for stable money and
resistance to inflation is to protectmoney from politics
by removing the power of government to require its
citizens to use its money as the onlY leghltend~r.",

Such a move would likely usher back in the gold stan
dard, balanced budgets,' and fixed exchanges.

eThanks to the' energetic work of Harvard Law Sc;hQol
student RandyE. Barnett, one of the greaJ. works. of
legal philosophy"has been rediscovered •. ,bY. a growing
number of libertarians~ The Moralityo!LawtJy lIar
vard's Professor of ,Juri~prUdfmce Lon Fuller (Yale
University Press, paperback) is amu:st.workfor· th()se
interested in libertarian-anarchist legal systems. Hout·,
lines a concept of law which can be applied to a, liber
tarian- legal system. Fuller explicitly legititnizes "mlll~

tiple legal systems" as law. Fuller stands.in;opposition
to legal positivism (the law is what the .state/saysiti$).
Also see Randy E. Barnett's "Fuller, Law and A'narch
ism," in Libertarian Forum, February 1976; In Barnett's ',.
review he brilliantly shows how Fti1ler's own valid.prin
ciples lead to a happy conclusion that the State qua
State is illegal. \

eOftenAustrian economists are unjustly accused of'
basing their argument for utility on the pD,ncipl~s of
psychology (von Wi~se:r sometimes actually did,. but he

'~Killing Freedom S<?fdy"

Far from being allies of libertarianism,
neo-conservatives such as Irving Kristol
play a kind of. Ellsworth Toohey role,
killing freedom softly. I learned this the
hard way.

At the height of congressional policy
debates about the Railroad RevitaJiza
tion and Regulatory Reform Act of 1975,
Kristol wrote "Some Doubts About
Detegulation" for the Wall Street Jour
nal's editorial page. On Capitol Hill, the
WSJ and Krist01 are, commonly per~e~ved

as free-market advocates, and Kristol
pres~nted himself as a historian 'and .
sympathizer of the "deregulation fer
vor." Then he proceeded to scuttle it.
Pointing to the Chicago school as the
mentor of deregulation, and cleverly spot
lighting the Chicagoans' weakhess for
antitrust, Kristol espoused "the tradi
tional belief that the older regulatory
agencies have both the purpose and effect
of preserving some competition [which]
might otherwise diminish or disappear
under the pressure of 'natural' market
forces. . . to help, save capitalism .and
'free enterprise' .. from 'big business. ' ~
Kristol went on to advocate reforming
but not abolishing regulatory agencies,
especially the newer ones, which "over
flow with unfriendly feelings against
all business."

To those of us on congressional staffs
who had labored to inject as\much pos
sible deregulation into the sick rail bill
as we could, this was quite a blow. I
drafted a letter in response to be sent to
the Journal over the name of my boss,
who (because he has since quit Congess)
will be remembered as the most forth
right advocate of rail deregulation on the
House Transportation Subcommittee at
the time. A fierce debate ensued between
the press secretary and me. No letter
should be sent because Kristol "hasn't
said anything we-can bIte-Into. It's middle
of-the-road and too many people agree
with it. We can't go around picking fights
when he hasn't criticized the bill. ..."
Needless to say, the letter rests iIi my
files today.

Two days after th,.e letter incident, a
lobbyist for a major western railroad-and
perpetual' advocate of government aid to

.his line-dropped in for a chat. At one
point he asked what I thought of the
rail bill, to which I replied that most of
its original deregulation-aspects had
been gutted. "Well, you know," he'
grinned, "people are having doubts about
this deregulation thing." When- I coun
tered that I had read the article, too, he
opined that Kristal had "hit it right on
the nose."

principle." The dare principle can be summed up as
follows: One Picks out the most extreme and outlandish
illustration of the logic of the libertari.an ethic and then
goes to the unsuspecting layman and says, "I dare you
to believe that we libertarians really believe this posi
tion." In many ways Professor Block's book is archetype
of the dare principle-all of the various dare positions
wrapped up into one mega-dare package. \
It is easy to engage in Monday morning quarterback

ing; butl genuinely think that this is the wrong book at
the wrong time. (In saying this I realize that I am placing
rpyself in opposition\ to numerous people whose judge
ment 1 valuel1ighly, viz. Professors Hayek, Rothbard,
Nozick, Szasz, Messrs. Kephart and MacBride, and
others.) Had Professor Block written a scholarly work
complete with documentation and much legal precedent,
surely the cause of Uberty would have been better
served.

I am, however/only short-run gloomy. I see the book
as one step back and two steps forward. It will1!0t play
well in Peoria,but it will surely, lead other scholars to
take up each point raised by~lock and set it into legal

,and historical perspective. In the years to come I foresee
literally dozens of books and articles issuing forth be
cause of the seminal work of Dr. Block. In the' mean
time, I suggest that every libertarian read and thoroughly
digesfthe thesis of this important book (but please don't
introduce your friends 10 libertarianism via this vehicle)
and then develop that necessary cast-iron stomach to
live with its basic. truth. Accepting Block's thesis is going
to be a m~or part of being a libertarian far into the fore
seeable future.

and defer their grasp of authority... "
is the one I refer to. My first reaction was
to ask, "Who says so, and why?"_ Hil
sheimer never attributes this "ugly fact"
to any other source. Nor do the sup
porting data he himself presents furnish
sufficient evidence for such a startling
conclusion. , ,

Certainly this conclusion distrubed me,
as it would anyone who values libertarian
ideas in education and society. But I am
not a xenophobe and, like all' new per
spectives, I took the idea in to see
whether it might not be true, and what its
implications Were. I had the sense there

rwas some fallacy in the paragraph, though
I couldn't think precisely what it was.
Five minutes later, it hit me: Hilsheimer
neglects to make' a distinction between
authority and autonomy. Of course,
children who are given excessive author
ity when they are yeung' are likely to
grow up with authoritarian premises (and
perhaps all 'authority is excessive). But, is
this true of children who are' allowed a
great deal of autono."!y? I mean real
autonomy, not authority disguised by a
soft voice and a smile. (Note that author
ity must be given, but autonomy can only
be allowed.)
, Hilsheimer ~ites the fact that the fully'
functioning adults stUdIed by Maslow all
came from essentially authoritarian (geni
tally unl1ealthy) homes. But, who in our
culture hasn't? The percentage of parents

, who are "practicing" libertarians' must be
infinitesimal. Is he suggesting there is a
causal connection between an authoritar
ian upbringing arid an autonomous adult
hood? What, then, of the vast majority
who had the same sort of conventional
upbringing and did not grow up autono
mous? Most children's wings are clipped
so early they have no idea what flight
is. Perhaps those few natural "a.ccidents"
Maslow studies would not be so rare, if
education (formal and/or otherwise) were
run on truly nonauthoritarian principles.

What we need is not to give authority
to children, instead of keeping it for our-

I selves. We must learn to emerge from
these categories entirely. Authority and
autonomy lie at the core of polar philo
sophi.es, and unfortunately, Gresham's
law seems to apply. Authority in educa
tion, anyone's authority, drives out auto
nomy. (The student power movement is
another illustration of this point.) What
we are left with is a society Jargely com
posed of not-fully-functional cripples.

The problem of raising autonomous
children is not a simple one, but perhaps
Mr. von Hilsheimer gives up 'too easily
when he calls it "insoluable."

REGINA HUGO'
Seattle, Wash.

vinced that it is probably a short-run strategic disaster.
One needs not -onlya steel will based on solid libertarian
premises to acc'ept Professor Block's message, but one
needs a cast-iron stomach as well. Those whom Professor
Block defends are often, if not uSually, the dregs, of so
ciety; we could even say ,the very scum of the earth.
Admittedly, Block is defending functions, but 09viously
he is by implication defending something more,' for a
function cannot possibly be heroic, only the person ful
mling that functi9ncan be so. But just here is the rub.
Those who usually fill such functions as pimp, prosti
tute et al.can almost always be counted on to be low
character, thigh-risk People who. would likely fill any
nonlegal and high-risk, lucrative and easy-life professions
in any social setting. It is true, the professions defended
by Block do increase utility and hence social welfare,
and it is true that those who fill those positions are
"heroic" only when placed in unfair confrontation with
the State. But, is the general laymen:-the person for

, whom the' book was written-capable of or willing to
make. such fine distinctions?

I seriously doubt it. Is not one Who is placed in the
position of defending this book always .going to end up
having to defend these dregs to the satisfaction of the
listener rather than defending the princIple of nonaggres
sive socio-Iegal rationships? This seems tonieto be an
absolutely mad way of introd'ucing someone to liber
tarianism. It is what one libertarian wag calls the "dare

Authority v. Autonomy
George v-on Hilsheimer raises many in

teresting points in his review of Joel
Spring's Primer of Libertarian Education
(LR, May-June '76).

One of these points, however, conceals
more" than immediately meets the eye.
The paragraph beginning "Pragmatically,
libertarians have to face the ugly fact
thatjf you want children who grow into
adults who are not xenophobic and who
~e open to new ideas you get them 'Iii-ore
consistently from cultures and families
that are sOJIlewhat oppressive of children -
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RONN NEFF
Alexandria, Va.

Riggenbach Replies
It is ~heering to learn that Lewis was an

advocate of; Christian charity and not of'
altruism. But, as Mr. Neff acknowledges,
the distinction is left rather to the imag
ination in many Christian works-includ
ing, I would say certain of Lewis' '(see
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe,
the first of his Narnia books). If, in other

- of his work's, Lewis clarifies his general.
approach to this distinction. -that fact
does not render the distinction clear in
those of his works in which it. is not
so clarified. It is not possible to make
book A clearer by writing another book,
B, to explain its obscurities. Book A re
mains unclear; book B remains clear.
And, unfortunately for writers who pub
lish before troubling to learn how to say

~ what they mean. the two books do not
somehow become one. If the Christian
charity exhibited in Lewis' Narnia books
is indistinguishable in those books from
altruism, I see no grounds for insisting
that it is not altruism but instead Chris
tian charity.

'Mterword-(Continued from page 19)

v~rce, The Weight of Glory, Mere ChriS~'
tianity, and other works, I had rather
thought that he opposed it.

I suspect Mr. Riggenbach, as so. many
others influenced by Ayn Rand, has con
fused Christian charity~which Lewis does
champion-with altruism-which he does
not champion. It is true that many Chris- .
tian writers have not been altogether
clear on this difference; but when an im
portant Chris.tian thinker -such as C.S.
Lewis -does make the effort to explain
the difference, it behoov~s intellectu~
whose task it is to make distinCtlons- _
to take note of the effort.

JEFF RIGGENBACH
Los Angeles, Calif.
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w~s the only Austrian ever to do so). For a great argu
ment again§.t psychologism, and a pro-Carl Menger
position see tHe recent translation (by Louis Schneider)
of Max Weber's famous "Marginal Utility Theory, and
'The Fundamental Law of Psychophysics'" in Social
Science Quarterly, June 1975. '

eFur a very good intermediate textbook on' inflation,
its 'causes and its consequences, see J. Huston McCul
loch's Money and Inflation: A Monetarist Approach
(Academic Press, 1975). Professor McCulloch's position
is somewhere between that of the Chicago and Austrian,
schools j leaning towards the Austrian, pro-gold positIon.
He has a great pro-gold analogy in the book. He likens
the pro-paper money argument to a pro-paper bicycle
lock argument. How many people are going to rest se
cure knowing that the authorities think that people
will act as though paper bicycle locks will be treated the
same as the real thing? . (

,eWord has it that Murray N. Rothbard's long awaited
Ethics of Liberty has been completed and that the
manuscript is' being read by several publishing houses.
This is an, important seminal work that hopefully will
soon be in book form:

eThe Keynesian foundations continue to crumble. See,
William l1ellner's "Theoretical Foundations of the
Failure .of Demand-Management Policies: An Essay,"
in The Journal of Economic Literature, March 1976.

. Fellner is an qld Keynesian, of conservative political
persuas.ion, who is increasingly disenchanted with
"demand management" policies. While accepting the
need for some macro policies, his is asystematic attack
on those policies that have been followed.. In the course
of this attack, he makes a humber of "Hayekian"
points, and, mirable dictu, cites Professor Hayek on a
technical point as though he were another mainstream
economist! Fellner's piece is evidence that some of
Hayek's attacks on Keyn"esian' policy are having an
effect on! older Keynesianswhocan no longer overlook
the failures of "demand management."

e Among the ,establishment world of foreign policy
experts, the voice of Johns Hopkins Professor of Ameri
can Foreign Policy, EarlC. Ravenalis as fresh and as
welcome as it is unexpected. Professor Ravenal 'has
been consistently calling for a redefinition of American
national security and has,been fighting hard for such' in
the very highest straia of such important establishment
think tanks as the Council on Foreign Relations and
the Brookings Institution. His thoughts and writings are
wholly consonant with libertarian, noninterventionist
foreign policy prescriptions. I' heartily recommend all
of his articles in,Foreign Affairs and Foreign Policy
during the last several years. His most recent contribu
~ion is found in a four-way discussion entitled "Soviet
Strength and U.S. Purpose" (Foreign Policy, Summer
1976). A far more pointed and informative article for
libertarians to read'.and digest, however, is his "After
Schlesinger: Something Has To Give," (Foreign Policy,
Spring 1976).

eSmiling Jimmy Carter is looking more and more' like
a sure thing ,all of the time, so it seems wise to find
out as much'as we can about the man who just might
be president for the next eight years. For a really
detailed look at this Bible-thumping phenomenon frorp
Georgia see "Looking for Jimmy" by Robert Sam Anson
(New Times,8 August 1976).

-Amnesty for the Vietnam era draft dodgers. and desert
ers is a question still unresolved. It was not faced
squarely by the Democrats and undoubtedly will not be
faced by the Republicans. To keep up on the travails
of the draft resisters read Amnesty Update, National
Council for Universal and Unconditional Amnesty
(NCUUA), 235 East 49th Street, New York, NY 10017.

eTrying to keep abreast of the swift changes in the inter
national arms races and, movements for disarmament is,
to say the least, difficult. One way of helping yourself
on this matter is by subscribing to the monthly Disarma
ment News & International Views~ Council on Religion
and International Affairs, 170 East 64th Street, New
York, NY 10021, $20 a year.

eOne of the very best introductions to libertarianism has
been written by Libertarian Party presidential candidate
Roger L. MacBride: A New Hawn for America: The

,Libertarian Challenge (Green Hill Publishers, Ottawa, IL
61350). This little book actually serves as campaign
literature for the Libertarian Party and can be purchased
for oniy $.95 from MacBride for President Committee,
1516 P Street NW, Washington, DC 20005. [See James
Lawson's review onpageJ. -Ed.]

DANNY SHAPIRO
POl;lghkeepsie, N.Y.

Currents" of December '75 makes some
rather severe criticisms of Nozick and
most other libertarians which I would like
to take issue with. He declares that the
libertarian vision is thus far sterile and
only concerned with abstract principles
which "do not give us content."

Now the first point to be made is that
it's not clear what Grinder is talking
about! A clue is given to us when he
mentions that history, social analysis,
and politics do not belong to the domain
of "principles," but rather are concerned
with the "real world." We may therefore
asssume that "principles" are being op
posed< to fa.cts in the sense that the
former specify what in general ought to
be, rather than concretelY investigating
what is. Philosophy, then, would seem to
be the discipline concerned with "prin
ciples." Now is Grinder seriously sug-.
gesting that philosophy gives us no con
tent, that' it is solely concerned with
formal matters? This is so obviously false
that it needs no comment.

Perhaps all that Grinder means is that
libertarians should take. in terest in philo
sophy and history, so.cial analysis, etc.
Fine-I agree wholeheartedly. But one
person cannot specialize in everything;
the necessity for the division of labor
should not be ignored. To criticize
Nozick for only focusing on philosophy
would be as wrong as criticizing Rothbard
for neglecting philosophy for the sake of
economics and history. Nozick iS'a philo
sopher, and a damn good' one at that; to

- suggest there· is something wrongwfth
him for specializing in his field is at
best pointless. '

Furthermore,' Grinder's emphasis is all
wrong. Historical, political, cor socio
logical facts by themselves are empty;
they will never tell you what ought to
be done or ought to be the case. Only
philosophical principles will do this, and
contrary to Grinder's belief, not enough
work is being done in this area. Most
libertarians can eXPlicate the nonaggres
sion principle and its implications, but
there have been few philosophical investi
gations on the vital question why the
nonaggression principle is correct. One
would think that the precious few de
voted to this task would receive encour
agement from Grinder.
It might be the case that I have misun

derstood that point of Grinder's critique.
If so, I would like him'to explicate his
ideas fully, for otherwise one must con
clude that his comrnt'n Is are far off the
mark.

ROY A. CHILDS, JR.
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Walter Ginder in "Libertariarl Cross

Grinder "Off the Mark"?
"'

cern to think about what is being said
about history. I have hean[,this sentiment
expressed in its most extreme form. per
haps, by a young friend of potentially
great philosophic gifts, who once main
tained, in a moment of great passion for
his favorite subject, that unless Libertar
iansdeveloped a rigorous theory of rights
which would, presumably, stand up to
the best critical attempts to undermine it
in this way or that (presumably, the
efforts 'of philosophers), that they were
finished as a moveme.nt with any future.
He came. perilously close to offering the
view that Libertarianism would collapse
likea" house of cards, if·:this lemma of
that were sUdcessfullycriticized . ("suc
cess" being defined by which group?).
Happily, this view was modified rather
quickly.

The issues to which Professor Machan
alludes-particularly the question of why
classical liberalism failed-are of great
comple~ity, not to .be taken lightly. But
at least one historically informed view
holds that the failure of classical liberal- "
ism should be in part attributed to the
failure or reluctance of classical liberals
themselves to adequately grapple with the
very real and relevant (at the time) phe
nomena of nationalism, imperialism, mili
tarism, and war. It is, very interestingly
in this regard, World War I, the end result
of these, whichis widely cited as the real
watershed ofdassicalliberalism.

But on these matters, Tibor Machan
chooses not to speculate. He wastes no
time on such historical questions or,
indeed, on any other historical questions.
Some people might even go so far as to
assert that he is part of the problem, not
part of the solution, in many respects. I
myself find this view increasingly com
pelling.

In considering the causes of the triumph
of statism, and the eclipse of liberty, we
should not be seduced by easy answers.
Tough questions deserve careful and in
formed consideration-or, at the very
least, . silence. It is clear that silence is
constitutionally alien to Tibor Machan. I
only hope that in the future, careful and
informed consideration of significant
issues does not prove equally alien to
him. Should such consideration come to
interest Professor Machan, Walter Grinder
is, most assuredly, one of the people he
should consuft, with all· due seriousness
and humility.

tarian movements have failed because
they have had no solid argumentative,
philosophical foundations but rested on
impressions, sentiments and tradition."

I have often heard this sort of statement
from Students of Objectivism and others
entranced with philosophy, but I have
never seen any proof offered. It is easy to
understand why this is so: the statement
is nonsense on' the face of it, as could be
established by the teensyist bit of
thought.

Anyway the statement is interpreted
and this statement sets the framework for
ev~~t4i~g .. else Tibor-/M:achanisnl~i~
tammg-ltseems" not to be true. }:'ibor
Machan seems to be ho1<~ing one of
several things.
U~t us use A to represent Ahose move

ments which. nave succeeded in history,
B to represent movements which rest on
a valid philosophical base. Machan main
tains that:

All A 'sare B's. Or, I

No A's are non-B's. Or, perhaps,
All B's are A's. Or, finally,
No B's are non-A's.

Now,.Tibor Machan is very clever in
deed, but not so clever, I suspect, as to
be capable of proving any of these rather
silly propositions to be true. They would
lead to such conclusions as the belief
that no movements have ever succeeded
in history, since none have rested on
really solid argumentative philosophical
foundations, or even to the belief that
there are indeed movements which have
succeeded,and that those which have, in
cluding such explicitly irrationalist philo
sophies as fascism, have indeed rested on
such a base. This, I submit, is utterly
incoherent. We are left with the negation
of the above propositions: not all move
ments which have succeeded have rested
on solid grounds, intellectually speaking
(Some A's are non-B's); in fact, very few
of therp have; similarly, not all ideologies
which have, relatively speaking, rested on
.solid argumentative bases have succeeded.
Thus: having rested on. solid argumenta
tive, philosophical foundations is neither
a necessary nor sufficient condition for
the success of any intellectual move-
ment, including our own. \ '.

This is not to denY the importanceuf
our position'S being true, or the impor
tance of attempts to more firmly argue
for that proposition. But what is clear is
that what we have in' the case of Tibor
Machan's strongly worded statement o-f
causality ("because . . .") is an instance
of an astonishingly naive view of histori
cal causality, trumpeted by someone with
either no knowh.:dge of history or no con-

cause /tax receipts to drop to near zero,
government assets involved with activities
that are not appropriate functions of
government would be sold off. Simultane
ously, legislation would be introduced
authorizing the sale of such of those
assets as the president could ,not sell on
his own authority, and setting a schedule
of fees to be charged those choosing to
patronize legitimate governmental ser
vices (even limited-government libertar
ians should have no objection to making
even sensitive areas like defense optional
on at least a state-by-state basis-after all,
the Revolutionary: War was won' this
way, "and' tlie1eIt1ptati0Ils,'Tm,states 't9
drop out the coiij.i?brt~ff~rtand.take a
"free ride" on th~ efforts of others were
about as Jarge then as they've ever been).
MacBride'.s tax cut proposal is unlikely
to get any response from Congress; but
if faced with a cutoff of tax revenues due
to nonenforcement of the tax evasion'
statutes, you can be sure they'd act.

Until it adopts' policies at least this
libertarian, I'll find it difficult to take
the LP seriously as anything more than a
collection of political hacks who couldn't
"hack it" in the mainstream parties.

ERWIN S. ("Filthy Pierre") STRAUSS
Lanham,Md.

Criticizing One's Betters
In the letters column of the January

February issue of Libertarian Review,
Tibor Machan has once again ventured
forth to c.riticize his betters. Allow me
to follow in his footsteps and do the
same.

In many ways, the letter was typical
Machan; it begins with a moral· outburst
which ever so slightly misrepresents the
facts of the case, proceeds with another
outburst, this one more insulting to
Walter Grinder, continues with a mystify
ing and wrongheaded lecture .on why
Libertarian movements (Le., classical lib
eral movements) have failed, and con
cludes with several twisted assertions and
an ad hominem swipe at Grinder.

Professor Machan maintains that LR
,was "wrong" to give space to Walter

Grinder so that .he could criticize the
Libertarian Scholar for its undue em
phasis on philosophy. Professor Machan
maintains that - "Grinder's point that
'overweighted concenfration of philo
sophy and the classics has time and again
in the past helped to plunge libertarian
intellectual movements into a dank moral
conservatism' was completely arbitrary,
unproven and plainly stupid to boot."
He goes on to maintain-arbitrarily and
without proof, incidentally-that "Liber-
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5900 Sussex, Troy, MI 48084.

WATERGATE "BICENTENNIAL"
CASSETTE.)This introductory tape includes
NIXON's Checkers speech (exerpt), Last
press conference (exerpt), First Watergate
speech, Resignation speech, Farewell to the
White House. $5, Free Catalog. Posterity
Tapes, Box 233, Naperville, IL 60540.

YOUR COAT OF ARMS research, color
drawing with reference. Send name, orig
inating country, and $2.75 to Stott Crest,
9916 90th Ave., NW, Gig Harbor, WA
98335.

BEAUTIFUL HAWAIIAN SHIRTS. 100%
Cotton, short sleeves. Small to XL $9.95
each plus COD fee. Available in Blue,
Green, Brown, Orange & Red. Marukiyoya,
188 North King Street, Honolulu, HI
96817. No catalogs.

WANT MORE MONEY, BETTER JOB?
Get valid college degrees by mail, without
studying . . .legally! Bachelors, Masters,
Ph.D., H.S. Diplomas-Revealing detaiis
FREE. Counseling, Box 389-LR, Tustin,
CA 92680.
"FORD IS AN EDSEL'" bumperstickers
$1; 3/$2.50. Send' stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Box 931, Richmond, VA
23207. No Virginia orders.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS are accepted at the discretion ~f the publisher.
Rates: 10 cents per word (minimum $2). For U.S. box number, $1. Full payment must
accompany order. Address: Classified Department, Libertarian Review, 901 N. Washington
St., Alexandria, Virginia 22314. Replies to LRbox numbers should be. sent to the above
address.

MEDICAL SCllOOL-STATE chartered.
Privately owned. Independent; unorthodox
correspondence college. Accredited by 3
organizations, but not AMA approved.
Doctorate'degree for admissions, plus credit
given for experience as Practitioner towards
M.D. degree. For application and brochure
~nd $2 to: Medical School. Box 248,
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 5A2.

EARN COLLEGE degrees at home. Many
subjects. Florida State Christian 'University,
PO Box 14576, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33302.

MUSIC GUARANTEED. Self instructions
how to play 35 popular music instruments.

. $6.75 ppd. A.L.G. Music Publishing, 4025
St. Martin, Cincinnati, OH 45211.

SEQUENTIAL SPELLING. Word Family
Approach: all, tall, stall, install,. installed,
installment. Parents can use to tutor their
own child at home. Recommended by and
for Special Education ~ Learning Disabili
ties teachers. $5.95. Reading Via Typing,
$8.95. AVKO Educational Research Foun
dation, 3084 W. Willard Road, Birch Run,
MI48415.

AGING FACE? Sagging Chin? Protruding
tummy? Reverse the law of gravity. $3.
SASE. Verna,. Box 2445, Hot Springs,
Arkansas 71901.

PERSONALS

SELF-IMPROVEMENT

DO YOU WANT PEACE OF MIND? Try
My Proven Method. SASE &, $2. M. Irons,
2151'2 10th Ave. No., St.Petersburg, FL
33701.

YOU CAN HAVE a more attractive face! \
Complete new face course $4. Satisfaction
guaranteed.! Mitchell's of Kentucky (Dept.
LR), 1533\ Bailey Street, Henderson, KY
42420.
WITCHCRAFT CORRESPONDENCE
COURSES. Our traditions hold many arcane
keys to western occultism. You can benefit
by studying these ways to enlightenment
and power. Information, Serenity . Guide,
and protec'tiye Pentacle $1. WICCA, R2,
Salem, MO 65560.

CHALLENGED BY CHESS? Backgammon?
Discover international games of skill. $2
(applicable to membership) brings Game
A-Month Club information.. Hydenco,
Box EC, Lemon Grove, CA ~2~5. Dept.L.
MILLIONS WON IN FEDERAL OIL
Drawings supervised by U.S. Government.
Free Brochure: Research, Box 27571,
Phoenix, AZ 85061. .

THE MAGIC KEY to Wealth. Ageless,
proven method. Obtain, anything you
desire. Send $3 cash. BOP 20, Cromwell,
CT 06416.

TRADE SECRET $1,000,000 Business
Builder! Fabulous vacation premiums boost
sales immediately, up to 900%! Low cost
self-liquidating. Special powerhouse' kit
offer. Write Holiday Business Incentives,
1311-A Berkshire, Austin, TX 78723.
NOTICE: Our $1 0 SureCure~ Brochure
concerning War, Women, Inflation and
Religion ($1 value) will, beginning July 4,
1976 be $100 ($10 value). Send checks to:
Century Apex, 1615 Belmont Ave., Youngs
town; OH 44504.

SOCIALISM, CAPITALISM, COMMUNISM,
Anarchism! Like peas in a pod! Losers!
Full explanation-No winners! Ten Dollars
$10 (One dollar value). Century Apex,
1315 Belmont Ave., Youngstown.
Oh 44504.

NEED NEW ID? Change name/age with ~
State ID cards, birth certificates,. official
IDl Details $.25. Eden Press, Box 841O-LR,·
Fountain ValleY, ~A 92708.

ANY PERSON or organization selling Cen
tury's $100.00 brochure concerning War,
Women~ Inflation and Religion gets $50.00

. back.. Girls-earn money this new way and
/save the world to boot. Contact or send full

payment t6: CENTURY APEX, 1615
Belmont Ave., Youngstown, OH 44504.

STOP BED WETTING. No drugs, gimmicks,
age limit. $5, stamped envelope, P.P. 3325
Wisconsin St., Oakland, CA 94602.

Investigate CONTEMPORARY REALISM, a
philosophy. (Non-religious, limited govern
ment, pro-capitalist, individualistic, objec
tive, ndn-sacrificial, Aristotelian, activist).
Help create a new educational approach to
replace the existing accreditation. system.
Help create new institutions and commer
cialenterprises that will help switch our
purchasing power from supporters of the
collectivists. For a better understanding
of this philosophy send $1 for a copy 'of
ANSWERS TO 100 PHILOSOPHICAL
QUESTIONS to Contemporary Realism
Publishing Co., Box 552, Pomona, CA
91769. '-

MISCELLANY

OBJECTIVIST MAN \\@lldlike to meet
Objectivist woman. Write: Mike Rogers,
VAWI12, FPO San Francisco, CA 96601.

TIlE ARTS OBJECTIVELY-the quarterly
journal of ideas, opinion and fact, bUilding
for anew eia of freedom in communications
and the arts" with hard-hitting articles and
dramatic romantic fiction. One year, $4.
PODIUM II, Box 15716, Philadelphia,
PA 19103.
GET RICH with"NORMANDY EXPRESS
NEWSLETTER." Sample, $3. Normandy
Express Enterprises, Box P54, Sation A,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5W IG6.

NONSENSE AND OTHERWISE POEMS
Humorous, Delightful. $3. Susan Styles,
1500 Waters Edge Dr., Tampa, FL 336p3.

SOLAR ENERGY DIGEST. Fascinating,
mind-expanding newsletter on all aspects
of solar energy. Sample. $1. PO Box
17776LR, San Diego, CA 92117.

TOWARD A PROPRIETARY TIlEORY OF
JUSTICE a 47 page pamphlet restating the
natural law basis of libertarianism. $3 per
copy postpaid. Carl Watner, 7250 Washing
ton Blvd. Baltimore, MD 21227.

FREE CATALOG-Thousands of good used
novels, out-of-print and recent. Chadde, Box
45MH-L, Grand Marais, MN 55604.

I am looking for a FREE MARKET attor
ney practicing in Manhattan who is a· pro
ponent of the "Austrian School" of thought
to supervise me in a law office study. pro
gram. Mr. Kish, 801 Central Ave.,' Ocean
City, NJ 08226.

DEEPSEA .EMPLOYMENT on Freighters
and Tankers. Big Money. World wide travel.
Full information; $2. Deepsea, PO Box
012109, Miami, Florida 33101.

LITERATURE

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES......Work at
home full or spare time. Details $.25.
Ashley Enterprises, 128A, Crosby, MS
39633.
EARN BIG PROFITS, $250-$1,000-Stuff
ing envelopes. Rush stamped, se:f-addressed
envelope to: K.L.A. Company; Box 5163,
Bridgeport, CT 06610.

BIG MONEY! Sell pantyhose, sox 50%
under retail. Send $.50 for sample & info.
Sarhantha, PO Box 2446, Charlotte, NC
28234:

TURN FUN INTO PROFIT! Big $$$$$
paid for doing crossword puzzles. Comnlete
information, $1. Spondulix, Box 827-R,
Plymouth, MA 02360.
SPARE TIME- If you have spare time
Unlimited home earnings, st\lffing envel
)pes-RUsh 25 cents and stamped addressed
envelope to: F.J. Diehl, Box 934T, Bensen-
ville, IL 60106. e

MAKE BIG money at home immediately
stuffing envelopes., Rush stamped, self
addressed envelope: B&B CO., Box l15-LR,
Redding Ridge, CT 06876.

BEAT WALL STREET. I'm making over
$1000 per week. Send $5 for letter :with
details, ideas, working' plan, suggestIOns.
Steele, Box 157, Hamilton City, CA 95951.

EMPLOYMENT

PSYCHOLOGY,HUMANICS, ETInCS,ETC.
Articles on Glasser, Piaget, Selye,Nozick, .'
etc. Opiniop,by Dunn, Nordtvedt, Klein,
Narlee, etc. More: Cogitations ($5 peL'
year-l1 issues), P.O. Box 172, Pelham, NH
03076.
HOLLYWOOD'S GOLDEN AGE in. Film /
Fan Monthly.-.. from Astaire, to Three
Stooges. Sample, $1. Free brochure. L.
Mal tin , 200 West79th,~.Y.C. 10024.

PHILOLOGOS-a private monthly news
letter of libertarian commentary and humor.
Year $5, sample, $.50. OEHILR, Box 2586,
Tallahassee, FL 32304.

ARTICLES NEEDED for new Libertarian
journal. Current or historical subjects wel
come. Prefer articles from 'and about the
midwest. Send manuscripts or queries to:
Minnesota Libertarian Society, 1985 Selby
Ave., St. Paul, MN 55104. \

METRIC SYSTEM newest manual by Neil
Holland. Text and chart $2 ppd. Pikes
Enterprises, PO Box 5730, Pikesville, MD
21208.

DR. NATIIANIEL BRANDEN RECOM
MENDS-TOUCH, a new magazine devoted
to "a sensitive, well-informed and highly,
practical discussion of issues and problems
in the area of human sexuality"-$10 for a
one-year subscription. Try the ultimate
intimate experience NOW! TOUCH,

. 2439LR 4th St., Santa Monica, CA 90405.

HOW TO BARTER your way to $1,000,000
with MONEYGRAM??? $3. Normandy
Express 'Enterprises, Box 1154, Station A,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5W·IG6.

FREE! Conspiracy Research Catalog. Philip
Dru: Adminstrator by House, $15; Intimate
Papers of Col. House (2 voL), $15; Tragedy
and Hope by Quigley, $25; Occult Tech
nology of Power, $2. Rockefeller Inter
nationalist by Josephson, $25. Alpine Enter
prises, Box 766, Dearborn, MI 48121.

IS IT TOO LATE? Can capitalism survive?
Capitalism. in a Changing World· analyzes
causes of impending breakdown of capital
ism (j.nd action needed for its survival. The
author, Rex Dye, believes economic laws
un4er which capitalism must operate have
been violated and unless action to bring
conformity with these laws is taken, world
\\(ide breakdown of the system is inevitable.
Critical commentby recognized economists,
politicians, and businessmen in appendix.
A "must" for economic and social thinkers!
$9.50 postpaid. Economic Research, 23587
Novi Road, Northville,MI 48167.

"THOMAS PAINE PORTFOLIO."Hand
some unit containing enlightening, provoca
tive articles and memorabilia about the
great libertarian..~ $3. Independent Publica
tions, Box 162, Paterson, NJ 07513.

INDIANS! North, South America. Out of
print books. Free catalog. Bob Fein, 139
Joralemon St., Brooklyn, NY 11201.
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512.95
"'.12.50

53.95/510
52.95
52.95
$4.95

BOOKS REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE
'TWAS A FAMOUS VICTORY by Benjamin Colby 57.95
AN AMERICAN FIRST: John T. Flynn & the America First Committee

by Michele Stenehjem $8.95
THEISTIC ORJECTIVISM: AN AUTOPSY by Michael Emerling 51.50
A NEW DAWN FOR AMERICA by Roger MacBride 5 .95
SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL by Robert Sherrill 52.75
THE POWER BROKER by Robert Caro 57.95
THE OPEN SOCIETY & ITS ENEMIES by Karl Popper (2 vol. set) 57.90
REASON & BELIEF by Brand Blanshard 530.00
A THEORY OF RACIAL HARMONY by Alvin Rabuska 55.95
RACE & ECONOMICS by Thomas Sowell $4.95
THINKING ABOUT CRIME by James Wilson 510.00
PUNISHING CRIMINALS by Ernest van den Haag $10.95
DOES SOCIALISM LIBERATE WOMEN? by Hilda Scott 53.95
WINNING THROUGH INTIMIDATION by Robert Ringer 51.95

206 Mercer St.
New York, N.Y. 10012

Hours: Noon-7 p.m., Mon .-Sat.
(212) 674-8154

GBackGList

RECENTLY REVIEWED
AS WE GO MARCHING by John T. Flynn 53.45
TOWARD A PLANNED SOCIETY by Otis Graham 511.95
AMERICA'S EMERGING FASCIST ECONOMY by Charlotte TwightS12.95
DEFENDING THE UNDEFENDABLE by Walter Block S9.95
FREE MARKET ECONOMICS: A SYLLABUS by Bettina Bien Greaves
FREE MARKET ECONOMICS: A READER each 56.00 set 510.00

NEW ADDITIONS
CONCEIVED IN LIBERTY, Vol. 3:

Advance to Revolution: 1760-1775 by Murray Rothbard
COLLECTIVIST ECONOMIC PLANNING edited by F.A. Hayek
WATERSHED OF EMPIRE: Essays on New Deal Foreign Polley

edited by Leonard Liggio & James 1. Martin At.

THE REGULATED CONSUMER by Mary Paterson
HERESIES by Thomas Szasz
LET'S TRY BARTER by Charles Morrow Wilson

SURVIVAL

PSYCHOLOGY

MISCELLANEOUS
Ashley. COCAINE, 51.95
Brecher (ed.). LICIT & ILLICIT DRUGS, 54.95
Culbert, VITAMIN B 17. 58.95
"Diogenes," THE APRIL GAME, 51.50
Efron, HOW CBS TRIED TO KILL A BOOK, 51.50
Efron. THE NEWS TWISTERS, 5l.25
Farmer. UNREADY KILOWATTS, 515
McKay, EXTRAORDINARY POPULAR DELUSIONS & THE

MADNESS OF CROWDS. 55.95
Mencken, A GANG OF PECKSNIFFS and Other Comments on

Newspaper PublIshen, Edlton & Reporten, 58.95
Mencken, MENCIQ;.~CHRESTOMATHY, 515
Mencken, PRFJUD)CES, 52.95
Mencken. THE VINTAGE MENCKEN, 52.45
Nock, COGITATIONS. 51
Nock. MEMOIRS OF A SUPERFLUOUS MAN. 52.85
Nock, JEFFERSON. 52.95
Nock, THEORY OF EDUCATION IN THE U.S., 510
O·Hair. FREEDOM UNDER SIEGE, 58.95
Tuccille, IT USUALLY BEGINS WITH AYNRAND. 52.95
Tuccille, WHO'S AFRAID OF 1984? 57.95

Branden, BREAKING FREE, 51.50
Branden, THE DISOWNED SELF. 51.50
Branden, AN INFORMAL DISCUSSION OF BIOCENTRIC

THERAPY. 51.25
Branden, THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SELF.ESTEEM, 51.50
Brown, NEW MIND, NEW BODY BIOFEEDBACK, 52.50
Comfort, MORE JOY OF SEX. 55.95
Comfort, THE JOY OF SEX. 55.95
DeBono, NEW THINK, 51.75
Evans, CULTS OF UNREASON, 52.75
Ellis, HUMANISTIC PSYCHOTHERAPY, 52.95
Ellis & Harper, NEW GUIDE TO RATIONAL LIVING. 53
Ginott, BETWEEN PARENT & CHILD, 51.75
Ginott, BETWEEN PARENT & TEENAGER, 51.75
Ginott, TEACHER & CHILD. 51.75
James & Jongeward, BORN TO WIN, 54.95
Klasman. LIVING WITH EQUALS, 56.95
Koestler, THE ACT OF CREATION, 52.75
Koestler. THE GHOST IN THE MACHINE, 53.95
LeBon, THE CROWD, 53.50
Leeron, SELF·HYPNOTISM, 51.25
Milgram. OBEDIENCE TO AUTHORITY, 53.45
Mill & Mill. ESSAYS ON SEX EQUALITY. 51.95
Schoeck, ENVY. 53.95
Szasz, CEREMONIAL CHEMISTRY, 52.95
Szasz, HERESIES, 52.95
Szasz, THE MANUFACTURE OF MADNESS, 53.45
Szasz, THE MYTH OF MENTAL ILLNESS. 51.95
Szasz, THE SECOND SIN, 52.50
Williams. YOU ARE EXTRAORDINARY. S1.25

Angier. SURVIVAL WITH STYLE, 52.45
Angier, FEASTING FREE ON WILD EDIBLES, 54.95
Angier, HOW TO STAY ALIVE IN THE WOODS, 51.25
Angier & Kodet, BEING YOUR OWN WILDERNESS DOCTOR,

51.50
Boudreau, BUYING COUNTRY LAND, 51.95
Browne. HOW I FOUND FREEDOM IN AH UNFREE WORLD,

51.95 ." . ,," ';'l;. .' i.••• '. '.' . '

- ).d., RE.CIP1j:S FOR.A·..SMALL.P.tANET··.. . ;.~~~._11C:l@berg,PU'JiI'INGJj'00DBy,.$2.50
10000m;.THE.HEALINGE~q:rOR,51;9~
James, GUNS FOR HOME DEFENSE; 53.95
Kains, FIVE ACRES & INDEPENDENCE, 53.95
Poriss, HOW TO LIVE CHEAP BUT GOOD, 51.50
Price, BUYING COUNTRY PROPERTY, 55.95
Rodale, THE BASIC BOOK OF ORGANIC GARDENING, 51.95
Ruff. FAMINE & SURVIVAL IN AMERICA, 54.95
Tappan, SURVIVAL GUNS, 57.95
Williams, NUTRITION AGAINST DISEASE. 51.95
Wilson. LET'S TRY BARTER, $4.95

ORJECTIVISM
Childs, OPEN LETTER TO AYN RAND, 5.40
Ellis. IS OBJECTIVISM A RELIGION?, 55.95
Emerling. THEISTIC OBJECTIVISM: AN AUTOPSY. 51.50
Lepanto, RETURN TO REASON, 56
O'Neill, WITH CHARITY TOWARDS NONE: AN ANALYSIS OF

AYN RAND'S PHILOSOPHY, 52.95
Rand. ANTHEM, 53.25/5l.25
Rand, ATLAS SHRUGGED, 512.95/52.50
Rand. CAPITALIS~,THE UNKNOWN IDEAL. 51.50
Rand,.FOR'l1I1~.JliEWINTELLE¢ .SO
Rand, THE FOUNTAINII&...".
Rand.T"ENEW. I.E,~:;rH{.T ••....
Rand. THE NIGHT OF' .',. . ARY
Rand, THE ROMANTIC MANIFES , 5l.25
Rand, THE VIRTUE OF SELFISHNESS, S1.50
Rand, WE THE LIVING, 51.95
Robbins. AN ANSWER TO AYN RAND, $4.95

FINANCE & INVESTMENT

PHILOSOPHY
Blanshard, ON PHILOSOPHICAL STYLE. 5l.25
Blanshard, THE NATURE OF THOUGHT. 524.75
Blanshard, REASON & ANALYSIS. 56.95
Blanshard. REASON & BELIEF. 530
Blanshard. REASON & GOODNESS. 512.50
Blanshard. THE USES OF A LIBERAL EDUCATION. 51 7.50
Capaldi, THE ART OF DECEPTION, 53.95
Frondizi. WHAT IS VALUE. 53.95
Hayek. THE COUNTER·REVOLUTION OF SCIENCE, 57.95
Hospers.INTRO. TO PHILOSOPHICAL ANALYSIS, 512.50
Hospers, READINGS IN INTRO. PHILO. ANALYSIS, 56.95
Hospers, HUMAN CONDUCT, 56.95
Koestler, THE LOTUS & THE ROBOT. 52.25
Kaufmann, WITHOUT GUILT & JUSTICE. 53.25
Langer, FEELING & FORM, $4.95
Langer. MIND: AN ESSAY ON HUMAN FEELING, Vols. I & 2,

57.90
Machan. THE PSEUDO·SCIENCE OF B.F. SKINNER. 59.95
Ruby. THE ART OF MAKING SENSE, 53.95
Smith, G.• ATHEISM. 58.95
Trigg. REASON & COMMITMENT. 53.45
Veatch, ARISTOTLE: A CONTEMP. APPRECIATION, 52.95
Veatch, RATIONAL MAN, 53.95

Rothbard. CONCEIVED IN LIBERTY, VOL. 3, 512.95
Stenehjem. AN AMERICAN FIRST: lobo T. Flynn & the America

Flnt Committee, 58.95
Sutton. WALL STREET & THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION.

S7.95
Sutton, WALL STREET & F.D.R., 57.95
Theobald. THE FINAL SECRET OF PEARl, HARBOR, $4.95

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
If for any reason you are unhappy with your purchase, please return the books
and we'll refund your money.

Hutt. A REHABILITATION OF SAY'S LAW. 58
Kirzner, COMPETITION & ENTREPRENEURSHIP. 58.50
Kirzner. THE ECONOMIC POINT OF VIEW, 54.95
MacAvoy. CRISIS OF THE REGULATORY COMMISSIONS,

52.95
Miller. THE ECONOMICS OF ENERGY. $4.95
Mises. THE ANTI·CAPITALIST MENTALITY. 52.50
Mises, HUMAN ACTION. 520
Mises. PLANNED CHAOS, 51
Mises, PLANNING FOR .'REEDOM. 53
Mises, SOCIALISM. SI5
Mises. THEORY & HISTORY, 515
Mises, THEORY OF MONEY & CREDIT, 56
Moss (ed.). THE ECONOMICS OF LUDWIG VON MISES, 53.95
Neale. ANTITRUST LAWS OF THE U.S.• 57,95
North. ECON. GROWTH OF THE U.S., 1790.1860, 52.25
North. THE RISE OF THE WESTERN WORLD, A New Economic

Hlstory,58.95
North & Miller. ABORTION, BASEBALL & WEED, 51.75
Paterson, THE REGULATED CONSUMER, 52.95
Posner. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAW. 510
Rees-Moog. THE REIGNING ERROR: The Crisis of World

InDatlon. 52
Roepke. THE HUMANE ECONOMY. 52.95
Rothbard. AMERICA'S GREAT DEPRESSION. 512/$4.95
Rothbard, THE CASE FOR A 100 % GOLD DOLLAR, 52
Rothbard. ECONOMIC DEPRESSIONS,
Rothbard, THE ESSENTIAL VON MISES. 51
Rothbard. FREEDOM, INEQUALITY, PRIMITIVISM & THE

DIVISION OF LABOR. 5.75
Rothbard. MAN, ECONOMY & STATE, 530/510
Rothbard. POWER & MARKET. 56/53
Rothbard. WHAT HAS GOVERNMENT DONE TO OUR

MONEY?52
Schumpeter. HISTORY OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS. 515.95
Schumpeter. IMPERIALISM & SOCIAL CLASSES. 53.95
Schumpeter, TEN GREAT ECONOMISTS, 53.50
Sennholz, INFLATION OR GOLD STANDARD?, 51
Snyder, C.• CAPITALISM, THE CREATOR, 521
Snyder, L.. WHY GOLD?, 56
Sowell. RACE & ECONOMICS, 54.95
Stigler. ESSAYS IN THE HISTORY OF ECONOMICS. 52.95
Stigler, ,THE CITJ1;EN &rHE STATE: ~ay.onReguiadon,
;?5ro;95..'<'i.' .' . ..., ,...... i'

Twight:AMERICA;SEMERGING,FASCIST ECONOMY, 512:9$1
Various Authors, CHAMPIONS on;REEpoM,yo!.l, S1.50 "
Various AuthorsoCHAMPIONS OF FREEDOM, Vol. 2, 51.50

HISTORY
Allen. NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY. 5.50
Bailyn. THE IDEOL. ORIGINS OF THE AMER. REVOL.• S3.50
Barnes. BLASTING THE HISTORICAL BLACKOUT, 51.50
Barnes. IN QUEST OF TRUTH & JUSTICE, 52.95 Baxter. FINANCIAL SURVIVAL IN THE SEVENTIES, 56
Barnes. PEARL HARBOR AFTER A QUARTER OF A Bramble. DEPRESSION·INFLATION SURVIV. MANUAL, 51

CENTURY, 57 Bowers. HIGH PROFITS FROM RARE COIN INVESTMENT
Barnes, PERPETUAL WAR FOR PERPET. PEACE, 522.50 53.95
Barnes. SELECTED REVISIONIST PAMPHLETS, 514 Browne. HOW YOU CAN PROFIT FROM THE COMING
Barnet & Muller, GLOBAL REACH, $4.95 DEVALUATION. 51.75
Bourne. WAR & THE INTELLECTUALS. S2.50 Browne, YOU CAN PROFIT FROM A MONETARY CRISIS. 52.25
Caro. THE POWER BROKER, 57.95 Dines, THE INVISIBLE CRASH, 51.95
Colby. TWAS A FAMOUS VICTORY, 57.95 Fehrenbach. THE SWISS BANKS, 57.95
Cole. CHARLES A. LINDBERGH AND THE BATTLE AGAINST Groseclose. FIFTY YEARS OF MANAGED MONEY: THE

AMERICAN INTERVENTION IN W.W.II, 510 STORY OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE. 59.50
Domhoff, THE BOHEMIAN GROVE & OTHER RETREATS, Hoppe. HOW TO INVEST IN GOLD COINS, 52.95

52.45 Hoppe. HOW TO INVEST IN GOLD STOCKS & AVOID THE
Ekirch, THE DECLINE OF AMERICAN LIBERALISM. S3.9S PITFALLS. 59.95
Ekirch. IDEOLOGIES & UTOPIAS, 52.95 Klein & Wolman, THE BEAT INFLATION STRATEGY, 57.95
Ekirch. PROGRESSIVISM IN AMERICA. $4.95 Kelder, HOW TO OPEN A SWISS BANK ACCOUNT, 59.95
Epstein. OPERATION KEELHAUL, 58.95 Lattman, SWISS FRANC LIFE INSURANCE, SIO
Flynn. AS WE GO MARCHING. 53.45 Malone, HOW TO DO BUSINESS TAX FREE, 514.95
Knollenberg. GROWTH OF THE AMER. REVOLUTION. SI5 Pugsley, COMMON SENSE ECONOMICS. 510
Kolko. RAILROADS & REGULATIONS, 52.95 Reason Magazine (eds.), SURVIVING INFLATIONS &
Liggio & Martin (eds.), WATERSHED OF EMPIRE, 53.95/510 DEPRESSIONS (June, 1975 issue), 53
Lundberg. THE ROCKEFELLER SYNDROME, 512.50 Rickenbacker. WM. RICKENBACKER'S SAVINGS &
Malone. STORY OF THE DECLAR. OF INDEPENDENCE. 515 INVESTMENT GUIDE, 58.95
Martin, AMERICAN LIBERALISM & WORLD POL•. 522.50 Rickenbacker. THE DEATH OF THE DOLLAR. S2.45
Martin. MEN AGAINST THE STATE. 52.50 Schultz. FINANCIAL TERMS & TACTICS FOR THE SOPH·
Martin, REVISIONIST VIEWPOINTS. 52.50 ISTICATED INTERNATIONAL INVESTOR, 57.95
Melman. THE PERMANENT WAR ECONOMY, $4.95 Schultz, PANICS & CRASHES & HOW YOU CAN MAKE
Radosh. PROPHETS ON THE RIGHT. 59.95 MONEY OUT OF THEM. 51.50
Radosh & Rothbard. A NEW HIST. OF LEVIATHAN. 53.45 Schultz, WHAT THE PRUDENT INVESTOR SHOULD KNOW
Rothbard. CONCEIVED IN LIBERTY, VOL. I, SI5 ABOUT SWITZERLAND & OTHER MONEY HAVENS, 57.95 Please note: Prices are subject to change without notice.
Rothbard, CONCEIVED IN LIBERTY, VOL. 2. 512.95 Weber & Bramble. GOLDI THE ULTIMATE HEDGE. 51 Please check latest Iisting or catalog before ordering.
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The latest Laissez Faire Books Catalog, contain- ITEM PRICE
ing over 800 titles on libertarianism, anarchism,

~
free market economics, revisionist history and
other topics is available free on request.

BOOKS CREDIT CERTIFICATES
Credit certificates, which may be applied toward future purchases of any
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